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FOREWORD 
This report is intended to acquaint computer programmers and guidance engineers 
with computer program Number 2302 (LICOS) which is used to simulate the Libra- 
scope Model -1 and Model -3 vehicleborne computers. Information concerning these 
computers was drawn largely from References 3 and 4. 
The LICOS program w a s  created by the GD/A Scientific Programming Group, in co- 
ordination with the GD/'A Centaur Guidance Analysis Group. 
Some familiarity with the Librascope computer on the par t  of the reader  i s  assumed 
in the writing of this report. 
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SUMMARY' 
LICOS, programmed in 1960 to simulate the Librascope model ASK-24-1 computer and 
function generator, was modified extensively to permit simulation of both the model 
ASN-24-3 computer and the telemetry data converter. It has been modified subse- 
quently as required. 
This report gives a general description of the Librascope computer followed by a de- 
scription of the simulation of the computer, function generator,  and telemetry data 
converter. A l l  information required for using the LICOS program is given in detail. 
In addition, all printed output and magnetic tape output obtainable from LICOS are 
described. 
Became program mddifications a r e  frequently made as required, this report  may 
come temporarily outdated until its content can be correspondingly modified by 
revision pages. 
All  computer functions a r e  simulated by LICOS with the exactness required by the 
GD/A Guidance Analysis Group; many operations a r e  represented bit-for-bit. The 
simulation performed by UCOS is sufficiently accurate to permit thorough testing of 
preflight and inflight programs before they a r e  actually used in the Librascope Corn- 
puter; it is recommended that.LICOS be used fully for such testing. 
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SECTION 1 
LIBRASCOPE ASN-24 COMPUTER (MODELS -1 AND -3) 
1.1 DESCRIPTION. The ASN-24 computer is a drum type, general  purpose, elec- 
tronic digital computer which uses two's complement arithmetic and real  time inputs 
to perform arithmetic and logic operations called orders .  The drum turns at 6000 
revolutions per minute, Sixteen hundred magnetic oxide s t r ip s  a r e  scribed on its cy- 
lindrical surface parallel to the axis of revolution. Electromagnets called writing 
heads, fixed to the computer case, impart magnetic polarity to small portions of each 
of these oxide s t r ips  as they rotate past; the circular path of magnetized particles 
(bits) formed around the drum surface by each head i s  known as a track. The drum 
is divided into sections containing specific t racks,  and each t rack is subdivided inb 
64 sectors ,  each containing 25 (1600/64) bits, the polarity patterns of which comprise 
the orders  o r  instruction words. These patterns a r e  picked off by other electromag- 
netic coils known as read heads, and a re  delivered to the appropriate addresses  in the , 
computer to perform the ordered operations. -iT- 
Data for  the program a r e  stored in the main memory section of the drum which con- 
tains permanent and temporary track sections, an accumulator regis ter ,  a sigmator 
long line, and an MSCAN circuit  which scans the memory signals to form instructions 
known as control words. The main memory capacity for the Model -1 computer is 
2560 words. The Model -3 uses eight additional t racks bringing its capacity up to 
3072 words. 
Tracks in the permanent t rack section may be read but not written during the program. 
They are loaded with the guidance program from paper tape. The Model -1 has 37 
ers 0, 1 through 27, 31, 0*, 1* through 3*, 16*, and 17* 
-3 computer has 44 permanent tracks: Numbers 0, 1 through 
26, 31, o*, 1* through 5*# 16*, and 17* through 25*. 
The temporary tracks may be bath written and read by the program. They are used to 
s tore  intermediate values during cowputation, The Model -1 computer has three 
temporary tracks,  Numbers 28, 29, and 30. The Model -3 computer has four tem- 
porary t racks,  Numbers 27, 28, 29, and 30. 
The accumulator registzr (A,$ is a track wheh  recirculates every word time; that is, 
the read head on this track picks up the 25-bit pattern and fceds it back to the write 
head so that the track a t  all t imes consists of 64 identical words. It is the only regis- 
ter addressable by the prozram. 
The sigmator long line is a .:2-word-recirculating t rack by which velocity, time, and 
position inputs a r e  available to the program. The torquing and steering commands, 
main engine cutoff signal, and telemetry a r e  output from this track. 
~ ~~ 
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MSCAN is a flip-flop circuit which samples various signals to form a 25-bit pattern 
known as the control word. The bit positions that have meaning for the program are: 
PO Ignition Alert 6 
p2 Exit from Short Loop 
P5 through Pg Mode Word Nuniber 
External commands may be fed to the computer during execution via the MSCAN. 
1.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION. The Librascope computer uses 25-bit instruction 
and data words with the most significant bit, Po, to the right. 
The instruction word is divided into three basic parts: the ORDER, the ALPHA AD- 
DRESS, and the BETA ADDRESS (see Figure 1). The ORDER tells which operation 
is to be performed, the BETA ADDRESS tells where the operand is located, and the 
ALPHA ADDRESS tells where the ne-* instruction to be executed is located. 
address  consists of a t rack location and a sector location. 
Each 
\ V 
L 
Y 
A 
Y 
A 
V 
A 
V 
J 
TR SI3 SA 0 TA 
TRACK - SECTOR SECTOR - ORDER - TRACT - 
ALPHA BETA ALPHA I  BETA 
ADDRESS 
1 
ALPHA 
ADDRESS 
Figure 1 .  Instruction N’ord Format 
t 
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Example: Instruction Format in Decimal and Binary 
TA Tl3 SB SA 0 binary word ----- 
01001 11001 100111 ooiioi no1 
1 8 - 1 9 - 5 7  - 4 4 - 4  . decimal word 
The data word consists of a sign bit (Po) and 24 data bits (see Figure 2). All  negative 
numbera are carried in the two's complement form. The words represent fixed-point 
This dictates tbat all numbers used 
in the computer must be scaled to absolute. values less than one. 
numbers with the binary point between Po and PI. -. 
Fractional Number 
Figure 2. Data Word Format 
Example: Binary-to-Decimal Conversion Positive 
000000000000000000000101.0 binary word 
2-1 = .50 ,625 decimal value 
I 
Sign 
.". 
. ?,. 
,, .; I 
-3 ,125 2 = -  
.625 
Example: Binary-to-Dccimal Conversion Negative 
111111111111111111111001.1 binary word 
-2 
2 = .25 
-3 .125 2 = -  
,375 
-. 375 decinial value 
Instructions available to the programmer are of 3-bit order and 8-bit order types. 
The 3-bit order instructions use only bi ts  Po, P1, and P2 to designate the operation, 
while the 8-bit order instructions use PO, P1, P2, and Pi5 through P19 (TB in 
i GDA63 -1 141 
Figure 1). In the latter case, either the track location of the operand is implicit in 
the 8-bit order,  or no operand is involved, as In a shifting operation. 
There are seven commands in the 3-bit classification. They are: 
Order lt11-i~ rnbnic Ik s c r i p  t ion 
0 AT C(M) to A. 
1 AD C(hI)+Ao to Ag 
2 Mu C(pUI)xAo to A. 
3 Sb C(M)-A0 to A. 
4 EX C(M)nAO to A. 
5 DV .40/C(M) to Ag 
G 
wherein 
TC 
Ag Positive, Transfer  
to BETA 
A. Negative, Transfer  
to ALPHA 
C(M) is the contents of' a sector from main memory 
A0 i s  the contents of the accumulator 
n is a "logical and" 
Al l  8-bit order  commands have an  order  of 7 and are represented by a mnemonic of 
SR. The value of TRACK BETA determines the operation in these cases.  
structions are: 
The in- 
TRACK BETA DE; SC RIP TION 
0 An to Sigmator Long Line 
3 
2 
A,, to Track 29 (Alodel -1) I  .lo to Track 30 (Model -31 
A0 to Tracks 28, 29 (&Iode1 -1) 1 Ag to Track 27 (Model -3) 
i 
i 
~ 
I 
I I 
I 
L 
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TRACK BETA 
4 
1 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
DESCRUPTION 
A. to Track 30 (Model -1) I A. to Track 29 (Model -3) 
I A0 to Tracks 28, 30 (Model -1) 
A, to Tracks 28, 89 
Ag to Tracks 29, 30 
(hlodel -3 )  
A. to Tracks 28, 29, 30 
An to Tracks 27,  28, 30 
Not Defined 
(Model -1) 
(Model -3) 
s 4 -  
I 
Sigmator (Y02) to A0 
Mn to A. (Note: 3ln = MSCAN) 
Mnn :IO to AO, Right Shift 
A. Right Shift 
%In n A 0  to A 0 ,  Left Shift 
Ag Left Shift 
Stop Computer 
Power Turn Off 
T cl c m e t r y D i s c rc te 
Order Code Test Discrete I Fieset €I Flip-Flop (on ground only) 
Booster Cutoff 
Vcrnier Cutotl  I Mode A c c e p t I)  i s r_' r c t e 
f 
TRACK BETA 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
29 
30 
31 
DESCRLPTXON 
Reset SG Flip-Flop 
Reset H Flip-Flop 
Resct Mxin Engine Cutoff 
Set S6 Flip-Flop 
Sustainer Cutoff 
Reorient Dis Crete 
Ground Mode Complete 
A. to 9 Time Flip-Flops 
Not Defined (Model -1) 
FRU Discrete (Model -3) 
Set H Flip-Flop 
Not Defined (Model -1) 
FRV Discrete (Model -3) 
Not Defined (Model  -1) 
FRW Discrete (Model -3) 
Not Defined (Model -1) 
FRU BAR Discrete (Model -3) 
Not Defined (Model -1) 
FRV BAR Discrete (Model -3) 
Not Defined (Model -11 
FRW BAR Discrete (Model -3) 
Not Defined 
1.2 .1  Inputs to the Librascope Computer. The two types of input to  the computer 
L. I** 
are 1) the programs controlling the functioning of the computer, and 2) the data inputs 
to these programs during their execution. In the iirst group a r e  the guidance pro- 
gram and the SOT o r  sector address  track proqram, both of which a re  loaded intu 
the cor iy i te r  pernlanent storage from paper tape. in the second grcup 3rc s i p a t o r  
time, w l o c i t j ,  and position values, and the autopilot ignition slert signal. 
I'sing the velocity, position, and time values from thc signlator long line, theguidance 
program solves the guidance equations, and computes torquing and steering commands 
0 
6 
- .  
.~ . .. ." . , . . I  
f' 
~ 
~ 
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to correct  any e r r o r s  in the trajectory. Cutoff points are also predicted and computed 
values are telemetered. 
The SOT program, a special track loaded with the program and called the sector ad- 
dress trnck, dict3tcs the operation of the sigmator and M S C h l ,  controlling the timing 
of the  integration. counttiown, and telemetry. 
To derive the sigmator time value, an external clock sends 1300 pulses per second to 
the  sigmator short line track; this procedure gives tach  time pulse a value of 1/1300 
second, thus determining the scale factor of this basic input. Every half-revolution 
of the drum, the nccumulated pulses on the short line are added to the time value on 
the  sigmator long line. 
To derive sigmator velocity values, an accelerometer sends pulses to the sigmator 
short  line track, each pulse representing 0.1 ft/sec. Like the time values, these 
velocity pulses accumulate on the short line, and are added to the previously accumu- 
lated velocity on the long line every half-revolution of the drum. This new value of 
velocity is stored on the long line as current velocity. x 
i 
The position values on the sigmator long line are updated at a rate of 162.5 integra- 
tions per  second. The integration consists of adding the current long line velocity to 
the position value. This gives each position pulse a value of (0.1 ft/sec) (162 .5  i n t j  
sec) or 1/625 feet. 
The autopilot signals to the computer that ignition aler t  has been given bv placing a hit 
in Po of the control word i n  the R.ISCAN. 
1.2.2 Outputs from the Computer. Computer outputs consist of commands to the 
guidanoe system and telemetry signals. 
? 
Steering and torquing values are computed by the guidance program and stored on 
specified-sectors of the sigmator. They are picked up automatically from the long 
line and eent to the torquing and steering modules to correct  the trajectory of the 
vehicle. \\'hen the guidance program reaches a computed cutoff point, the computer 
sends a discrete to the autopilot which then turns off the engine. 
The guidance program specifies the quantities to be telemetered and stores the ap- 
propriate values on a data link of the sigmator long line. The Model -1 computer 
telemeters one bit every 32 word times; the Model -3 telemeters one bit every eight 
word times. If no new data are stored on the data 
zeros  are telemetered. The choice of values, the 
of intermediate zeros telemetered are exclusively 
link between telemetry discretes,  
order  of telemetry,  and the numher 
functions of the guidance program. 
... 
. ,^ 
”. 
I . 
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SECTION 2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION 
The purpose of the IACOS p r o p a m  is to perform the functions of the Librascope 
guidance computer, and protlucc a printed output of the intc>rmediate and final solu- 
tions of the guidance equations through the IBRZ 7090 computer. Figure 3 shows the 
various input sources 2nd output capabilities of LICOS in :t block diagram constructed 
around the 7090. 
2 .1  SIMULATION OF LIBRASCOPE COMPUTER INPUT. The two types of input to 
the siniulation nrc the guidance p r o p a m  and the data to be analyzed. 
2 .1 .1  Program Inputs. The guidance program is read  into the 7090 core from binary 
cards produced by Decimal Assembler Program No. 2238, GD/A Scientific Computer 
Programming Library, Each card  contains 22 words of data and the location, relative 
to 1750 (octal), of the first data word on the card.  The words are ordered first by 
track numbers beginning with tracks 0 through 31, continuing through the s t a r r ed  
t racks,  and then by sector number from 0 through 6 3 .  Each 36-bit 7090 word con- 
tains the 25-bit TAbrascope word  within it,  left-adjusted with thc  most significant 
\)it.  Po. to the left; thus: 
Libr ascope Word IJnusecl Bits 
The temporary track storage words and the unused 11 bits P,,, through P35 of the 
permanent track stor,ge i iords  are w t  to Tern chiring t h e >  ! ~ : : d i ~ g  p r o c ~ s s .  
There is no provision for  the input of an SOT program, since the sigmntor simulation 
is not bit-for-bii. 
;ire incorporated within t h e  individual instruction simulations. 
L -3 
Thc few functions of t h i s  program that inlist he taken into account 
2 .  1. 2 Dntn Inputs. 
sigmatot-, :incl the ignition ‘ilert signa! from the autopilot. 
Thta input consists of velocity, position, :ind time input to th(. 
9 
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Telemetered Values. The simulation at present  is  programmed to accept the 
Thrust values of velocity and position. These values must be rescaled to sigmator 
scaling before they can bc placed on the long line as the original sigmator values. 
Each set of these vnlucs will drive the .guid:lncc pror?;r:im through one cycle of 
co riiput;it ions. 
Closed-Loop Simula t ion .  The  closed-loop ctpcr;tt ion ,)f LICOS and COMBO is 
referred to :IS a separate program, cnllt~tl COF I IC' (iic~ference 2 ) .  'l'he COMBO 
routine cor~iputes the velocity and position of thc v c h i v l e  at all times (Reference 1 ) .  
LICOS merely scales these values properly and transfers them to the sigmator. 
A new se t  of values is required for ench co1nput:ltion cycle of the guidance 
program. 
Prc:flight Simulation. The preflight routines compute the  velocity input for the 
sigmator. No position is used. 
Open-Loop Simulation. Velocity and position are cwtnputed f r o m  an acceleration 
profile; i.c., 3 step function of acceleration IS. time which approximates the 
expected acceleration curvc for the flight (see Figure 4). A subroutine of LICOS, 
known as FEAT, takes these acceleration values n s  input and computes the cur -  
rent value of velocity and position in floating point. 
values, conwrts  them to Librascope numbers, and s tores  them on the sigmator. 
This pfocese of updating the velocity 2nd position vnlucs is performed each time 
a value is requested from the sigmator. 
LICOS then takes these 
Figure 4. Acceleration Profile 
11 
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a Sigmator time input may be provided f rom a telemetry tape, or computed f rom a count 
of drum revolutions. 
I= 
- When the simulator is us ing  tc lcmt t t rcd  velocities m d  positions as input, the tele- 
- metered time must ~ l s o  bc u s c d  i n  all simulator references to t ime,  to keep the 
I values in phase. 
- 
In all simulations except those using telemetry inputs, time is computed by 1,ICOS 
f rom a revolution counter. The drum is assumed to turn at ;L constant ra te  of 100 
revolutions per  second, anti time p u l s r s  we accumulated at  a rate of 1300 p e r  second. 
Therefore, it is a simple matter to compute the number of time pulses that would 
h w e  accumulated on the long line for  a given number of revolutions. 
ginning of n simulation, a count i s  k v p t  of thcl number 01 iiorct t imes that have elapsed. 
This value is used in a11 computations of time. 
- 
5 
k 
From the be- 
When the autopilot ignition alert is given, a "one" bit is placed in Po of the MSCAN 
control word. The signal may be given in the simulation by COMBO o r  by an external 
- input to LICOS. 
3 . 2  SIMULATION OF L,IRRASCC)I'E COMPVTER OVTPI'T 
2 .2 .1  Steering and Torquing. In an open-loop simulation, steering and torquing 
values are not used. The output from T.TCOS is uscd  only 3s B desired vehicle attitude 
vector, and not a direct  steering output. This attitude vector is operated upon, ex- 
ternally to LICOS, to form commanded steering ra tes .  In the preflight simulation the 
raw steering and torquing quantities :ire taken lrom the sigmxtor, rcsc:iled to their  
actual values, and used 'as input to the preflight routines. In a clc.i-ed-loop Limulation, 
COMBO uses  steering comm:tncls ;is input to corrcct the> simulntcc' flight o f  the 
vehicle. LICOS does produce torquing valucs, but they are not used in closed-loop 
simulation (see Reference 2 ) .  
f' 
2. 2 . 2  Signals to the Autopilot. Cutof f  cliscretes :Ire simulntc~d setting switches 
thnt are used by COMBO. 
simulation. 
at which they were issued, and the location of the instructions that commanded the 
These s;\vitch(>s erve no purpose except in a closed-loop 
Comments : i n '  printed dcscrihinq the nature of the discretes ,  the t imes 
7 .  
? 
"5.1" : t  signals. 
L e  
" I  
I 
" .<-I 
I 
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2.2.3 Telemetry. The guidance program stores the words to be telemetered on the 
data link sectors of the sigmator. Jn addition, it may give telemetry discretes as 
identification marks.  
The Model -1 m d  Model -3 cwmputers telenieter at different ra tes ,  and u s e  quite 
different identification schcines. 
sign@ the  beginning of t~:tch sequence. 
data link, the simulator mows  them to m output buffer, placing the data in bits 0 
through 24. A count is kept of the number of nnn-data zeros that are telemetered after 
each word. 
follows. As each telemetry discrete is given, the output buffer is printed, o r  punched 
on octal cards .  The telemetry discrete itself is unique in that it is the first word of 
the sequence ~ ~ n d  is a clntn word  of zero with 3 non-datn zero count in bits 26 through 
In the JIodel -1 the telcntetry discrete is used  to 
A s  the guidance program s tores  v:llues on the 
l This zero count is placed in bits 26 through 35 of the data word that 
35, thus: 
’ ’241’2 5 
Y 
2.5 Rits 
T c 1 ( nit t c‘ r cri D R t B 
I. 
Y T 
Error  10  Hits 
Flag Number of Telernetered 
Non -data Zeros 
In the Model -3 telemetry scheme the simulation processes the telemetry output a 
s tep further th,m does t h e  actual cwmputer, translorinin# it into the equivalent of the 
actual te le rnc~t r~  ,iftei* it has k c i i  pl-occ1ssc.d I)y the ~ l o c ! c ~ l  -3 te1tknieti-y dits converter 
(see Figure 5). .I six-\%ortl time cliscrete alkays signifies the bcginning of a telemetry 
sequence (see Figure 5, St1cc.t 1). The need for  counting non-data zeros is eliminated 
by giving an  identification telemetry discrete at 3 specified amount of t ime before each 
word is telemctered. Thc. Icngth of the identification telemetry discretes  varies.  An 
eight-nortl time discrctc’ nicuis 25 hits of dstn will follow (Figure 5 ,  Sheet 2) .  .4 ten- 
word time discrctc means that 11 data bits \vi11 follow (Figure 5, Sheet 3).  A twelve- 
word time discrete signifies that staging has  occurred (Figure 5, Sheet 4). In the 
simulator data converter iJ1-0CCSS ihe tc’lcmctry discrcitc is convcrtcd to an identificx- 
tion number, and the data is i-tvcrscd in bit o rder  and separated into par ts ;  thus: 
13 
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A special word is generated for staging discretes o r  sequence start discretes.  The 
sequence s ta r t  word contains the  sequence number in the data portion. A l l  converted - 
I+ telemetry words are s:ived in an output buffer and written on a magnetic tape in g ~ o u p s  = I’ ’1 
. I  
l l f  sequences. 
Thc i n s t r u c t i o n  to iw  . ~ t ~ i i i i , i t ~ ~ ( i  I -  t i r h t  chtachecl t o  1 1 1 3 k c ~  c.1ir-t’ tl1:it it does n o t  direct  
contr-01 to . L I ~  i inusr(1 ccbll. or th:it it f l w i  not  t r ~ l ~ S f c 1 -  control to itself, forming a one- 
( e!l loop. 
and  prints the comment * * * *  1,IBRASCOPE PROGZiAM SrrOI> * * * * ,  the location and 
octal value of the cell in error, and  the location and Librascope value of the instruc- 
tion that tr‘ulsferred control to  the cell in error. 
11 OIK’ ot thtJsc COn( t l t ! cJ i ’ , <  ( u - t b ,  the‘ i In~ ,u i ;Lto i*  t t l r i n i n a t c s  the. siinulkxtion 
The instruction to be simulated is Bep‘iratcc! into its logical pdrts,  ORDER,  A L P H A  
ADDRESS, and BETA .LZDJ3RESS. The stxte of the S6 flip-flop is checked and modifi- 
c,:itions t u  t h t  13ET l incl ‘11 I’IIX ijicircssw :ire ni:& whc.n applicable. T h e n  control 
is tr.insferi-t!cl to the  proper s ( 3 C t i o n  o f  L.IC0S ncwrdinl: to t h e  va lue  of the ORDER.  
" ^  - 
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SECTION 3 
INSTRUCTION SIMULATION 
In all operations with Librascope words, the most  significant 25 bi ts  of the 36-bit word 
in the 7090 core contain the Librascope value. Only these 25 bits we retained in the 
Librascope accumulator cell ,  AC. The operand is located at the coded BETA address  
plus one. 
For  3-bit o rder  commands, control is sent directly to  the simulation of the instruction. 
If the command is  an &bit o rder  command, fur ther  branching is made according to  
Track RETA. 
3 . 1  THREE-BIT ORDER COMMANDS. Three-bit o rde r  command6 qre processed as 
follows: c 
a. Clear and Add. The operand is taken from its location in main memory and 
placed in the Librascope accumulator cell ,  AC. 
b. - Add. The operand from main memory is logically added to the contents of the 
Librascope accumulator, AC. A check is made for addition overflow. If the sum 
of like-sign numbers is not of the same  sign, the comment, ADDITION OVER- 
FLOW, will appear. One line of detailed print and the octal value of the accumu- 
lator before execution of the instruction in e r r o r  are also printed. The location 
of the cell in e r r o r  is saved. If another addition overflow occurs ,  the old error 
location is compared with the new. If the locations are the same ,  no e r r o r  com- 
ment is  printed, in order  to avoid duplication of output. 
c. Multiply. Thie operation is performed bit for  bit according to the algorithm in the 
Librascope manual. The number of bits  to be multiplied is computed from the 
ALPHA and R E T A  values.  
Sf the multipller is a positive number, Po of the multiplier is tested. If Po con- 
tains a one, the multiplicand is added to the partial product. The multiplicand is 
right-shifted one bit and the multiplier is  left-shifted one bit.  Note that the s g n  
bit is propagated on a right shift. These s teps  are repeated once for each bit of 
mu 1 t ipl icat 1 on. 
If the multiplier is negative, the two's complement of the multiplicand i s  added to 
the partial product and the process proceeds as in the case of a positive multiplier 
except that the test  o? Po and addition cif multiplicand to partial product is omitted. 
Tes ts  are made to determine if both the multiplicand and multiplier are equal to 
-1. If so, the comment, XlL'I,TIPLlCATIC)N WITH A C  - -1, AND OPERAND = -1, 
is printed. As with the addition ~ ) \ e r f low,  the previous value of the accumulator 
19 
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1: e .  Extract. A "logival and" is Iwrfctrrried bei\weu the operand and the Librascope 
accumulator. The 2.5- h i t  rt sti i t  gtes t ( J  itw i,iitrascope acrutnutator cell. 
f *  - Divide. The divide operation is a bit-for-bit simulation. The dividend is origi- 
The division procedure is as 
nally in the accumulator, and the operand is t h e  di\  i sor .  
is determined from t h e  h1,l"fiA and I3ET.4 va lues .  
f 0 I lows : 
1) 
The length of the divide 
If the s u m  of signs of (117, i,=.or and renia1nclc.r 
- 1 ,  insert d in q u o t i e n t ,  
- G ,  insert 1 rn qiiotient. 
*. 
The above ste s are repeated the required number of t imes.  The final s t ep  is to 
add 1 + q x 2  -'l-s tCJ the qticdicmt,  where c; 1s the last bit generated in the quotient 
and LI is the niiriiber 01 Oits o1 the (111 1sion. 4 tcst  is made to insure that the mag- 
nitude of the dividend is smaller than that of the divisor. If this condition is not 
met, t he  comment, OVE,RI ' I  ( IN' fL4S O C C I 7 l I ~ l . l ~  IN DIVISIOK, is printed. If 
both the dividend and dir 1sor are equal to -1, the comment, D M S I O N  WITH AC = 
-1 AND OPERAKD = - 1 .  IS [rinted The prev ious  accumulator value and detailed 
print are also given, and t h t  u s i a l  check is made to  a\oid duplication of e r r o r  
printouts. 
g. Conditional Transfer .  The sign of the I.ibrs,-c.l)lw accumulator i s  tested. If the 
sign is positive, the 131:TA aclifrese is used t o  (:oiI;pute the locatlon of the next in- 
struction to bc simuiateti. It the sign is negatiL c tlic .A LPH.4 address  is used. 
in processing eight-hit order commands the 
~ 
.. instruction. - 
20 
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3 . 2 . 1  Accumulator to Track 27,  28, or 30. The BETA value is modified by the head 
spacing lag for the spc l f i ed  track and combined with the t rack number to give the 
main memory location of the desired sector .  The value in the Librascope accumulator 
is then stored on that sector .  
:;sc ;y 
3 . 2 . 2  Accumulator to Track 29 .  
for track 29. 
cell in main memory. 
from the Librascope accumulator is stored on the computed sector  and on every sec tor  
of track 29 that is a multiple of S of the computed sector.  
The BETA value is modified by the head spacing lag 
This value is combined with t rack number 29 to form the location of the 
Since track 29 is an eight-word recirculating t rack,  the value 
ij- 
Certain codes m the SOT program may stop the recirculation of t rack  29. 
ud ly  an undesirable featurc and such coding is avoided; however, there is no provision 
in the simulation for such an occurrence at present. 
3 . 2 . 3  Accumulator to  Sigmator. The five conditions under which values are s tored on 
the sigmator long line are: 1) an initial value may be stored as velocity, position, o r  
time: 2) a delta time !nay be stored on the cour~tdown sector for  main engine cutoff, 
3) torquing o r  steering commands may be stored on their  respective sectors for out- 
put, 4) data may be placed on the data link for telemetry; and 5) a value may be 
stored on an unused sector of the sigmator, just as on the temporary t racks.  In all 
cases ,  the BETA value is used to  compute the desired sector of the sigmator,  modulo 
3 2 ,  since the sigmator is 32-word-recirculating. 
3 . 2 . 3 .  1 Storinn a Value  on the Time Sectors. If an initial value is to be s tored on the 
This i s  US- 
t ime sector of the signlator, certain other values must be computed to  insure the cor- 
rec t  updating of the  siGmator velocity and position values, and of the simulation input 
and outputs, since they are usually functions of the simulation time. 
F i r s t ,  the current  time value of the first-word phase of the present instruction is com- 
p ~ t e d .  They! the ~ ~ ! r c i t y  and position Lralues of each component are brought up to their  
cor rec t  va lues  for that time. This value of t ime is then saved as the last t ime the 
velocities and positions u.ere brought up to their current  values. 
saved as s t a r t  time. 
This t ime is a lso  
If the new quantity is to be stored on the upper word of time, the value in the Libra- 
scope accumulator is stored on that sector directly. If the new quantity is to be s tored 
on the lower word of t ime, the value in the Librascope accumulator i s  stored in that 
sector  and the following additional Functions are performed. The double word of t ime 
is saved for  computing relative t imes.  The new time value is converted to a floating 
point nclmber and sa\:ed as the simulation time. All cl1-lant.itie.s involving the number of 
drum revolutions that have passed a re  set  to zero.  The comment, XXXX.>ix WAS 
STORED OIV THE SIGJTATOR A S  TIME A T  TIME = YYYY. Y Y ,  is printed, where 
X X X , a X .  is the new value of t ime, and YYYY. YY is the t ime i.alue before lower t ime 
was  stored. The new va lue  of time is saved as the last time the velocity, t ime,  and 
position values were updated. 
21 
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A t es t  is made f o r  Centaur Phase III initialization. If it is Phase ID, the output varia- 
bles that a r e  functions of the simulation time are modified so that they will be in phase. 
It should be noted, however, that this logic assumes t b t  the only t imes  that new time 
values will be stored o n  thc b i g m i t o r  (luring a flicht will tic during Booster Initializa- 
tion and Centaur Phase In. 
3 . 2 . 3 . 2  Storing a Sew Value on the Velocity 01- Position Sectors. When a new value 
is to be stored on one oi the velocitj o r  Imsition sectors  of the sigmator, the value of 
time on the signlator is updated to its value at first-word t ime of that instruction. The 
velocity and position values 01 that coniponent are updated to that t ime. The value of 
time is saved 3s the last time the position and velocity of that component wereupdated. 
11 the new value i s  zero,  a test  is made in the inflight simulation to insure that no ex- 
traneous bits result during thr initialization process. To test ,  one word of position is 
set to zero first; then within 24 word t imes the velocity word of that component should 
set to  zero.  Finally, within another 24 word times velocity, the other word of posi- 
tion should set to zero.  If these conditions a r e  not met, the comment THE SIGMATOR 
WAS NOT SET TO ZERO PROPERLY is printed along with the location of the instruc- 
tion in e r r o r .  
-- 
The value in the Librascupe xcuniu ls tor  is then stored on the specified sector  of the 
signiator. The new s ignntor  value is converted to a floating point number for  use by 
the simulation. The ol(i values of veloL-ity ii id position a r e  saved a s  the previous 
values of velocity and position. 
3 . 2 . 3 . 3  Storing 3 Lklta Time on tlie Countdown Sector. If the delta t ime is zero, t h e  
contents of the accumulator a re  storcad on the countdown sector ,  and no other simuia- 
tion tes ts  a r e  made sir,ce t h i s  is only 311 mitjalization procedure. 
If the delta t ime is a negative number, the contents of the accumulator are stored on 
the countdown sector ,  and if RECO has been reset, the Main Engine Cutoff discrete  is 
given. The comment MAIN ENGINE CII’TOFF, the location of the instruction, and the 
current value of t ime xre printed. 
When the delta t ime is positive, which is the usual case, the time is computed which is 
to elapse before MECO discrete is given. This value is added to  the current  value of 
time to obtain the predicted value of the cutoff time. The comment is printed, DELTA 
XX, where XXX)ix.XX is the current value of t ime. The value of the delta time is 
given in both floating point format and Librascope format. The value from the accu- 
mulator is s tored on the countdown sec tor ,  modulo 8. 
TIME STORED O N  SIGhWTOR FOR JtlLhyT ENGINE COUNTDOWN AT TIME = XXXXX. 
:i. 2 .3 .4  
te1cmt:tered at  a ra te  determined b b  tiir 1nude1 of the ccjrnpiikr. E r ro r  checks are 
in:ide to insure that the values arc c*omIdett.ly tc.lvmetered and properly identified. 
Storing a V a l u e  on t h e  Data L h k .  Values s tored on the data link are to be -- __ - ---- _-_* 
.. . 
I. 
0 
3.2 .9 .5  Storing \'slue un ;I Steering or Torquing Scvtor. 
when torquing or steertn: s i g m l s  xrc’ stored o n  the sgrna tor  for  output. 
from the accumulatcrr is 1)i:tc cr! i n  tiw F [ J e C r f l e l i  sector of the sigmator.  
N o  special checking i s  done - - -_ 
The value 
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a. Model -1 Telemetry. This model telemeters only one bit each 32 word-times. 
value has been telemetered completely, a check is made of the word times that 
have passed siiict3 the previous value was stored on the data link. F o r  each 32 
word tunes t.str:t allowed between the data words,  a zero  is telemetered. The 
number of preceding /e roes  telemetered is stored in the output buffer word of the 
current  data w l u e  in bits 27 through 35. 
stored in that word in the output buffer in bits  0 through 24. 
;’$ 
-?+< ! Therefore,  to  insure that data are not stored on the data link before the previous 
The value to be telemetered i s  a l so  
The count of words in this telemetry buffer is incremented and examined. If the 
buffer contains 20 words, it i s  emptied; if not, the value from the accumulator is 
stored on the sigmator,  modulo 32. 
If not enough word times were allowed for  complete telemetry of the previous 
word, the number of bits that were successfully telemetered is put in place of the 
leading zero count of the current value, and a bit is placed in P26 of the data word 
that was clobbered. The comment, DATA WORD NLMBER X WAS CLOBBERED 
AFTER THE NTH BIT AT LOCATlON -- TTSS, is printed, where X is count of values 
in the buffer at  the t ime of the e r r o r ,  N is the last bit successfully telemetered, 
and TTSS is the location on the data link where the value was s tored too soon. 
If the word stored on the data link is the first one after a telemetry discrete, the 
preceding zero count is increased by one because of the 32-word time lag. There  
is no need to chezk for overwritten data in this ca8e since the discrete was the 
last item telemetered. 
b.  Model -3 Telemetry. The word-time values are computed corresponding to the 
times when the quantity being stored on the data link will begin and complete its 
telemetry. The word-time value corresponding to the t ime when the previous 
quantity completed i ts  telemetry is  saved. 
hClffer ii the fc)rm:1t qyc i f ied  by the model -3  data converter.  
The data are then stored in the output 
Since the data stored on the data link are not actually telemetered until 32 word 
times after storing, and a telemetry discrete  (which sends i ts  telemetry signal 
immediately) is expected llefore the data telemetry begins, all timing e r r o r  check- 
ing is performed after the telemetry discrete  has been given. If two data words 
are stored for telemetry with no intervening identification discrete ,  the comment, 
VALUE STORED OS DATA I.LVK WITHOLT TSS AT TTSS, is printed, where 
TTSS is not the location of the instruction that stored data without a discrete ,  t ,ut  
ra ther  the 1ocatic.m of the instruction that stored the  next word on the data Imk. 
23 
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3 . 2 . 4  Sigmator to Accumulator. Two read heads are available for reading the sigma- 
tor long line track. The only difference between the simulation of the read from each 
~ is in their timing, due tosthe different spacing of the two heads. - 
~ 
~ - 
If the value to be read is not t ime, velocity, position, o r  the delta time for main en- 
gine cutoff, the contents of the specified sector a r e  placed in the Librascope 
I accumulator. 
a. Reading Time from the Sigmator. Whenever it is to be read,  the value of time on 
the sigmator is brought up to its current value. This updated value is placed in 
the accumulator. ~ 
b. Reading Velocity or  Position from the Sigmator. The sigmator time is updated to 
the value of time when the quantity to be read (velocity o r  position, whichever is 
requested), was last accumulated on the short  line. The velocity and position 
values of the requested component are updated to that time and this new value is 
stored on the sigmator as the current value. This is also the value that is placed 
in the Librascope accumulator. 
Reading Delta Time from the Sigmator Countdown Sector. The time that has 
elapsed since the delta time was stored on the countdown sector is computed. To 
this is added the value of delta time. The result  is the value that would appear on 
the countdown sector,  jus t  as if it had been constantly incremented. Then a tes t  
is made to see if a bit has overflowed into Po, giving the MECO discrete.  If Po 
contains a one and MECO has been reset ,  the MECO discrete is given. The com- 
ment, MAIN ENGINE ClJTOFF is printed, along with the location of the instruc- 
tion that tested the countdown sector and the time that the  discrete  was given, 
c. 
It should be noted that the MECO signal may be given late or not a t  all in the sim- 
ulation, while the actual computer would give the discrete exactly as predicted. 
For  simulation purposes it was assumed that the guidance program would have to 
ietii ihe countdown sector to find out when the signal was given. Therefore,  to 
economize on the simulation time, testing is done only when the countdown sector 
is read. 
3 . 2 . 5  MSCAN to Accumulator. The SOT program res t r ic t s  the reading of the MSCAN 
t o  certain sector  codes. The BETA value is tested to see if it is a legitimate code. 
If not, the comment, MSCAN W A S  READ WITH LVCORRECT SECTOR BETA AT TTSS, 
IS printed, where TTSS is the location of the instruction in e r r o r .  In this case ,  the 
value of the MSCAN is not placed in the accumulator. 
ii BETA is a legitimate code, the value of the MSCAN is placed in the accumulator and 
the  P2 bit of the MSCAN is set to zero.  
_ _  0 
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It should be noted that once a bit 
guidance program must detect it the next t ime the MSCAN is read. 
placed in the P2 posit-an of the MSCAN, the 
3 . 2 . 6  Accumulator- Shifts. The number of shifts is computed from the sector 
addresses.  If tbc. number of shifts is greater  than o r  equal to 25,  the appropriate 
comment, A LEFT SHIFT OF 25 OR MORE PLACES, or  A RIGHT SHIFT OF 25 OH 
MORE PLACES, is printed. Zero is placed in the accumulator a s  the resul t ,  except 
when P contains a one on a right-shift. In this case,  since the sign bit is propagated, 
the accumulator contains all ones. 
0 
If the number of shifts is  not over 25, the accumulator is shifted the specified number 
of bits, propagating the sign on a right-shift. On a left-shift the accumulator is 
tested for a change in  sign. The comment, OVERFLOW ON LEFT SHIFT, is printed 
if a sign change occurs. On all comments, the accumulator value before the shift, 
in octal, is printed along with a line of detailed print. 
3 . 2 . 7  Extract MSCAN and Shift. A "logical and" is performed between the accumu- 
lator and the MSCAN. The result  i s  placed in the accumulator, and P2 bit of the 
MSCAN is removed. The shifting simulation is done exactly as for the accumulator 
right- o r  left-shift instructions. The same e r r o r  comments are printed, but the 
detailed print enables the programmer to differentiate between these and the accumu- 
lator shift instructions. 
3.2.8 Stop Instruction. This instruction turns  off the computer permanently, 
immediately terminating the simulation and printing the comment, STOP COMiWND 
ENCOUNTERED IN SIhll' LATOH. 
3.2.9 Power Turn Off. This instruction is used to turn off the computer temporarily.  
Checks are made to Insure that the instruction was not given accidentally and that 
proper preparation w a s  inatit. to turn the computer on again. The comment, POWER 
TLRN OFF (PTC)\, is printed, :;long .,.;it!: the t i xe  and the :ucaiiuri 01 m e  instruction 
that coiiirnanded the PTO. A check is made to see that t ime to turn the computer back 
on bas bevn stored on the 9 flip-flops. If it has not, the comment, PTO COhlMANDEII 
WITH FREEFALL TIME OK 9 FLIP-FLOPS = 0 is printed. A test is made to be sure 
that the time accumulation is stopped; i f  not, the comment, PTO COMMANDED 
WITHOUT SETTING H GATE, i s  printed. If the simulation is closed-loop, the &ISCAN 
is set  to 0 for  COhlBO. :I switch is set for LICOS to reinitialize and restart the 
simulation a t  location . i I t ) O .  
command. 
P 1 1  
An '31 T TO FAACE exit niust be made following the PTO 
3 .  2 *  10 'Telemetry Q Y  Or,!cr C d c  Test 1:iscretc. Tile rriain purpose of this discretcl 
i s  tclt>mctr:; idenlificdtion: 1 1 1  preflight, however, since there is no telemetry, t h i s  
discrete  is used to indiL*aie t h t  order code test  was passed, ar?;l a lso to reset  the €1 
flip-flop. 
---___-. 
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3.2.10.1 Master Sequence Start Uiscrete. If this discrete  is given for a period of 
54 wordtimes or greater in an inflight simulation, it is treated as a Master Teleme- 
try Sequence Start. The comment, MASTER SEQUENCE START, is printed, and the 
word-time counters arc initialized for telemetry e r r o r  detection. 
3.2.10.2 Telemetry Discrete. This discrete is used by the M c d e l  -1 to indicate the 
beginning of a telemetry sequence, and by the Jlodel -3 as id(>ntificlation for the 
telemetered data. 
a. Model -1 Telemetry Discrctc. A test is made to see if the discrete  wipes out any 
telemetry data. If enough time r t a ~  not allowed for 25 bit5 to be telemetered, the 
comment DATA WORD NlAIHER X WAS CLOBBERED AFTLII. THE NTH BIT AT 
LOCATION - TTSS, is prilltod, where N i s  the fast. bit succt.~.;fullj telemetered, 
X is the number of worcls in thc output Luffcr, and TTSS 15 tile ioc-at l ( jn  o f  the dis- 
crete command in e r r o r ,  The word that was clobbered is tagged in bit P26. Jf 
exactly 25 bits were telemetered, t h e  previous data word is not tagged, but the 
comment is still printed since the zero which normally separates the values was 
not telemetered. The sequence counter is updated, and telemetry is output if 
desired. The comment, l’EL,EMETKY SEQtTENCE NITFIBER ?LY, is printed, 
where XX i s  the scqucnce count; the coniment is followeci by the telemctered 
words dumped in or%il. The same n u i b t r s  may bc> punched on octal cards  to be 
used a s  data for other programs. 
the new sequenc’c start n v r d  :id the hidfc 1- court is whet .  Thc3 \iortf-tinic value 
at which t h e  pulse will t o  I C I W  I S  c’ornputcd tor the ne\? lmding 7cro computation. 
‘J‘hcs nuri!bPr 0 1  icatfin;; ~ t ‘ roes  is  then stored in 
b.  Model -3 Telcn-ir.try !)isc:rctc:t,. Thc discrc$t: lmgth !)lust I)c tJithc I’ 6, 8, 10, o r  
12 word-times. Lf it is not, the (*oyr,rnent, .i TSS C)F ‘iX b’OItI)  TIMES IS NOT 
DEFINED TTSS, 15 printed, whchre XX 1s thc  lcngth o f  the dkscrrete and T‘l‘SS is 
the location of the instruction that gave the discrcte. ‘ T h i s  c!iscrete length is 
used as  the identification code, r ightadjusted i n  bits 0 through 4 of the con- 
verted telemetry M orct. 
- 
1. Six-Word-Timc Uiscrete. This signifies the beginning oi a telemetry 
sequence. 
printed output or 011 lrl;ignetic tapt i ,  tht> buffer counter is I‘ewt, and the 
sequence counter updatc>d. 
the next sequencc . A zero icientification 1s stclrecl i n  thv l u s t  data uord  of 
the sequence. 
If tt.lcinietry r>~.~tp;it is dt>-rw!!,  the bufier i s  emptic>cl, either i r k  
rhen  a n m  scquenc.cl stirt ucirti i s  gcnclratetf tor 
2. Eight-Word-Time Discrete. An cight-\vurtf-tinic? discrete  signifies that 25 -
bits of data \vi11 follow, one zero :iitclr thv  lliscrete eiill>. The identification 
code is  8. 
3 .  Ten-Word-Time Ijiscrete. 
this discrete ends. The worri-timc> that %as prcctietc u for tt.lcint>try comple- 
tion of this data is modlticd for 11 i)lts. 
Elcven b i t s  of data will Collvw, one Lero after 
Tht. identifiratior, Crtde  is 10. 
2 1s 
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4. Twelve-Word-Time Discrete. This is a staging discrete;  no data are expect- 
ed to follow. A special word is generated and placed in the output buffer. 
The word-time value fo r  completion of this telemetry signal is computed for 
future e r r o r  checking. 
After the various functicms have been performed according to  the length of the 
identification discrete,  the converted telemetry word is stored in the output 
buffer. Then tes t s  a r e  made to detect any e r r o r s  in the timing of s tore  operations 
for telemetry and transmission of discretes.  
The Model -3 telemetry data converter may be set to accept either four-, eight-, 
or  twelve-word-times between each identification discrete  and its data bits. A t  
present, it is set to accept only eight o r  twelve. L E O S  will accept only eight o r  
twelve, but with a simple coding change could be modified to accept four. 
If the identification discrete  is given too soon, so that the data bits of the previous 
data word  a r e  not completely telemetered, the comment, DATA WORD NUMBER 
X WAS CLOBBERED AFTER THE NTH BIT AT LOCATION TTSS, is printed, 
where X is the number of words in the output buffer, N is the last bit successfully 
tclemetcred, and TTSS is the location of the instruction that gave the discrete  too 
soon. 
If the discrete is terminated less than 8 words t imes from the beginning of the 
data telemetry, the comment, DISCRETE WAS GIVEN TOO LATE AT TTSS, is 
printed, where TSS is the location of the instruction that gave the discrete. 
If the discrete is terminated more than 12 words t imes from the beginning of the 
data telemetry,  the comment, DISCRETE WAS GIVEN TOO SOON AT TTSS, will 
be printed, where TTSS is the location of the instruction that gave the discrete.  
3 . 2 . 1 0 . 3  Reset H Flip-Flop. This discrete resets the H flip-flop in a preflight 
simulation, allowing time to accumulate on the sigmator. 
3.2.10.4 Order  Code Test Discrete. In a preflight simulation this discrete is used 
t o  indicate that order  code test was successfully passed. The discrete must be at 
least 54 word-times long to be recognized; if  this condition is satisfied, the comment, 
ORDER CODE TEST PASSED, is printed. 
3.2.11 Booster Cutoff, Vernier Cutoff, or Mode Accept Discrete. In preflight this 
discrete  is a mode accept signal only. For inflight it can be either the Booster o r  
Vernier Cutoff discrete. 
___ . 0 a.  Booster Cutoff Discrete. If the code nvrd  intiicates booster phase, the comment, BOOSTER CLTOFF, is printed with the time and location. 
.. 1 
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b. Vernier Cutoff Discrete. If the code word indicates tbat the flight is beyond 
austainer p4m, the comment, VERNIER CUTOFF, is printed along with the 
time and location. 
c. Mode Accept Discrete. The comment, MODE ACCEPT DISCRETE, is 
printed, along with the time and location of the instruction. 
3.2.12 Reset S6, Reset MECO, Reset H Flip-Flop Discrete 
a. Reset S6 Flip Flop. If the discrete is a t  least  54 word-times in length, the S6 
flip-flop is reset .  This means that no extra  tracks may be referenced. This 
instruction must be on an extra  o r  on an unstarrable track, but its ALPHA 
address must r e fe r  to a regular or unstarrable track. 
SELECT REGULAR TRACKS, the time, and the location will be printed. 
The comment, 
b. Reset MECO. Thie diacrete also resets MECO, so that the next time the 
countdown sector goes negative, MECO discrete will be given. If the discrete 
is not long enough to rese t  S6 (54 word-times), the comment, RESET MAIN 
ENGINE CUTOFF, the W e ,  and the location are printed. 
c. Reset H Flip-Floe. This discrete also resets the H flip-flop, allowing t ime 
to accumulate on the sigmator. 
3.2.13 et S6 Flip-Flop, This discrete must be given for at least 54 word times. If 
it is not, the comment, S6 WAS NOT SET BECAUSE DISCRETE WAS TOO SHORT, is 
printed. This discrete means tbat the s tarred t racks will be referenced, ra ther  than 
the regular t racks,  This instruction must be on a regular track o r  an unstarrable t rack,  
but its ALPHA address must re fer  to an extra o r  an unstarrable track. The com- 
ment, EXTRA TRACKS SELECTED, is then printed. Both comments also include 
the time and the location. 
3.2.14 Sustainer Cutoff, or  Reorient, o r  Ground Mode Complete Discrete. This 
discrete  signifies Ground Mode Complete in preflight. For  inflight it could be either 
Cutoff o r  Reorient. 
a. Sustainer Cutoff Discrete. If the code word indicates that the flight is not 
yet into the Centaur stage,  the comment, SUSTAINER CUTOFF, is printed 
along with the location and time. 
b. Reorient Discrete. If the code word indicates that the stage of flight is in 
Centaur, the comment, REORIENT DISCRETE, is printed. 
e. Ground Mode Complete Discrete. The comment, GROUND MODE COM- 
PLETE DISCRETE, is printed, along with the time and the location. If push- 
to-set has been commanded (1 in bit Pg of RIZSCAN), the switch to  change 
modes is not set for the preflight routines. 
28 
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3.2.15 Load 9 Time Flip-Flops. The comment, LIBRASCOPE VALUE LOADED ON *+  
FLIP FLOPS = W XX .XX XX X is printed, where XX XX M( XX X is the value from 
the Librascope accumulator in Librascope format, A test is made to insure that the 
H flip-flop has been set. If not, the comment TRIED TO SET 9 FLIP FLOPS WITH 
H GATE CLOSED , is printed. Otherwise the Librascope value is converted to a 
floating point number, added to simulation t ime, and s tored in the 7090 core  for use 
by COMBO and LICOS as the time that the computer wil l  be turned back on. The time 
stored on the 9 flip-flops is identified as the t ime of f r e e  fall either for  the t ransfer  
ellipse o r  for the t ransfer  orbit, depending on the phase of the flight. If the flip-flops 
* are loaded during the wroni  phase of flight, the comment, ERROR IN OUTS (LIF SET 
WRONG MODE) MODE - N, is printed, where N indicates the phase of flight. If there  
is no e r r o r ,  the comment, FLIP FLOP TIME SENT TO COMBO = XXXXX.XX, is 
printed, where XXXXX.XX is the computed time in free-fall when the computer 
should come back on. 
3.2.16 Set H Flip-Flops. This discrete stops the accumulation of time on the sig- 
mator. The comment, SIGNAL TO SET H GATE AT TIME-. TIME ACCU- 
MULATION WILL STOP AT SIGMATOR TIME - , the time, and the location are 
printed. 
3 . 2 . 1 7  FR Discretes. These discretes a r e  not simulated. 
3 . 3  UNDEFINED DISCRETES. If an order  of 7 is used with a Track  Beta code that 
is not defined to be some operation, the comment, STORE INSTRUCTION WITH NON- 
EXISTENT TRACK CODE, the location of the instruction in e r r o r ,  and the value of 
that location in Librascope format, a r e  printed. Then the simulation is terminated 
with a core  dump. 
3.4 NEXT LOCATION TO BE SIMULATED. The location of the next instruction to be 
simulated is computed from the ALPHA address. If the instruction is a first word 
command, the next instruction will be located at the ALPHA address  plus one. rf the 
instruction is an additional u.ord command, the next instruction will be located a t  the 
ALPHA address plus two. 
3.5 REVOLCTION C o t  STER. This is the counter that is used to compute sigmator 
t ime. The revolution c.ountcbr value a t  first word time is saved for printout. Each 
t ime sigmator time is initialiLed, so i s  the rcvolution counter. A f t e r  the simulation 
of each instruction the \ \ o ld  tinic valuc of the revolution counter is updated to the 
instruction read-in phase>. Ln the case of a conditional transfer instruction, the 
revolution counter i s  updated during the simulation of that instruction. 
3 . 6  FLO.4TING POIXr rI:,lE. Thlh value is the n u r n k r  of real t ime seconds that 
have hccn simulJt(*/l. I t  i +  I I + ’ ~ I  :I tiinc s t anda rd  11) all input and output schemes 
based on time. To c h k i i n  i1o:lting tiin(>, f i r F t  the value of the revolution counter is 
converted to secctntl3. ’l’hcii 111 t l i i b  \.alui. is added the  v d u c  of time when the revolu- 
tion counter was prei-iousl:. svt tn I;crcI, the <tar t  time. 
0 - 
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This value is not computed when using telemetry inputs. Instead the previous value of 
time read from the telemetry tape is used. 
Each time an instruction is simulated, floating point time i s  checked against the pre- 
assigned time to terminate the simulation. If this time-to-stop has not been reached, 
the simulation continues. 
3.7 PRINTED OUTPUT. The two principal types of printed output a r e  instruction 
t races  (detailed prints) of the guidance program and flight matrix printouts of the 
values computed from the guidance equations. 
3 . 7 . 1  Instruction Trace.  An instruction t race,  also known a s  detailed print ,  is pro- 
duced a t  preset  simulation t imes,  or on specific instructions of the guidance program. 
COMBO may also request a t race  based on a specified number of compute cycles of 
the guidance program. 
If detailed print is desired,  one line is printed after the simulation of each instruction 
is completed. It consists of 
a. The location of the instruction that was just  simulated, and its value in 
Librascope format. 
b. A mnemonic of the order.  
c.  The value of the revolution counter at f irst  word-time, separated into com- 
plete drum revolutions and word-times. 
d. The value of the accumulator at the completion of the operation, in Libra- 
scope format and in scaled decimal. 
e. The operand, if an operand \vas used, in Librascope format and scaled 
decimal. 
Example: 1253 09 17 56 60 0 AT 000028 53 18 20 08 34 5 
.-0.61666000 18 20 03 34 5 -0.61666000 (all on one line) 
This line of detailed print shows that a t  location 1253 the contents of 
location 1757, which equaled -0. GlG66, were added into a cleared 
accumulator, giving the same result ,  -0.61666. The next instruction to 
be .simulated will be a t  location 0961. The revolution counter a t  f i r s t  
word phase was 28 drum revolutions and 53  word times.  AT is the 
mnemonic for a zero order ,  clear and add. 
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3.7.2 Flight Matrix. The flight matrix has 72 positions which may contain any values, 
intermediate or final, that a r e  computed by the guidance program. Xnput to LICOS 
tells where to  find the desired values on the clruil, whcn L<) pick them U ~ J .  hou to re- 
scale them, and in which positions oi the flight matrix to  place thcm. T!iis flight 
matrix mag be printed as often as it is required. 
3 .  8 EXIT ADDIIESSES. 
some special simulation fuirtion must  lw pcrfnrnwd, usually a function concerned 
with the night matrix. 
AJI exit atldi-ess IS a location in the guirhnce p:*ogram where 
A list of the locations t tu t  arc c\uit ,iddre'-.ses is rcad as  input to LICOS. LICOS then 
s tores  a number in bits 30 through 35 of each of the designated locations on the drum, 
the numbers start ing a t  1 and increasing to a masimum of 50, according to  the o rde r  
in which the locations are read in. (Note that storage in bits 30 through 35 limits the 
exit address locations to permanent t racks,  since bits 25 through 35 of the  instructions 
that s tore  on the teinporarq t racks a r e  cleared during the simulation.) 
As the simulation oi each instruction is completed, bits 30 through 35 are  examined to 
see i f  that instruction is an exit address. If it is not, the simulation of the next in- 
struction is hegun. If the inhtruction is an exit addrcss ,  a corrc)sj)onding "flow word" 
will be present which will determine the naturc of the special function requested. 
3 . 8 . 1  Flow \\'ortl. The IB31 7030 flow word consists of prefix, dccrement,  tag, and 
address.  
If some function other than one concerned with the flight mdtriu is to be performed, 
the prefix is positive and the arldress contains a non-zero number, called a patch 
number. If the function is concerned ni th  the flight matrix, the prefix of the flow 
word is minus  to indicate that n o  patch nurribclr is prescnt: the tag in this latter case 
describes the function to be pcrlorintvi on the flight matrix. The llow ivord decrement 
tells  where to continue in the> simulation after completing the task-s requested. 
3 .  8.2 Patch Functions. If thc. flow word pref ix  is positive, a patch number is present. 
This patch number t ransfers  Control to :in instruction ~n the patch t ransfer  vector. 
The patch t r ans f t r  vector in turn transfers control to t h e  &.;ired portion of the pro- 
gram.  Although these patches a re  not usually concerned M ith the flight matrix values, 
the most frequently used patch in3truction is to  print the flight matrix a t  a specified 
time rather than on c v e q  compute  cycle. 
3 1 
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The fnnctions currently performed by patches are described below. 
PATCH NI: MBER - _  - - 
7 
10 
1 L  
12 
FVNCTION 
All of corc- is written on a magnetic tape to be saved for 
future use. 
An octal core dump immediately terminates the simulation. 
Instructiun tracing hegins immc>cliatcly with the  nest  
location. 
Instruction tracing in i t ia ted  by patch 3 is tcrminttted. 
(Instruction tracing mitiated by COAIL30, o r  on a 
programimci time basis is not affected. ) 
This patch must be used to print the flight matrix at 
specified inter\*als (skip-time printouts) over a specified 
time period. LsinX the input of dcsired printout 
frequencies, this routine computes the time value at which 
the matrix should be printed. This print t ime value is 
compared with floating point time each compute cycle. If 
floating point time has not yet reached print time value, 
control is transferred back to the exit address to continue 
\{pith the matrix functions. Ii it is time to  print, the print 
SU itch I -, w t ,  the i n a t r h  is printed, and a i i w  time-to- 
iiputctl. / I t  the (2nd o f  thc spccificfi period 
c-ontrol 1. sent back to thc exit address, skipping the 
n u t r i x  operations, to Like the exit specificd by the flow 
\\ ord .  IJ cIinul:ttion time cweed5 thc time duration for 
u 111rh t l l c  +l,ip-tlnit~ printout is r w p t b s t c r i ,  printing fre- 
~ I I C ~ I ~ C J  is hot at  cine jlririt (.,ich '$0 s ~ ~ - o r i ~ l ~  [or the remain- 
der  of the run,  m d  the coiiuiient, SKIP TIXE PRIS'TOI TS 
.4RE COSIPLETE, i s  printed. 
Time i- stored on the sigmator 3 s  a two-ward quantity. 
Tlu upt,t'r J o1.4 c .o i lh in . ;  the Cign .inti the 2 i most signifi- 
cant $ : t <  : tllu l o ~ c r  nor(! contains the 25 least significant 
bits. Patch Number (; p l a c e s  all one-bits in the upper word, 
t i uhng  : i i * i t  ,t r t ' l ~ i t i v ~ l j ~  sinal1 nc>gativc value. 
'L'hii p i t c h  5 c t s  th .  print SLvitch. It t he  rnatr i .  is not to  be 
lillcct o r  pr l t t tu , i  on :L time basis, this patch may be  used. 
Iicturn ! %  t I  t t ht i;i'iti-L\ operations 01 the exit address.  
I'atch 1 ( I  I l l \  lJe5  ale f,+ctor Gt; hy 2 for generalized 
c'clal 1101 I b . 
P i t c h  11 L - I I ' ~ ; : ~ L  
i,ictoi' t -?iI2!-i. 1 C o t  ;twBr:ilizecl <'rli.Lition.-:. 
I ' h i k  p,iiL*1; i 
: ~ h . i - , * > \ .  I l i t  i ' ; c ~ l  ~~o , t i !k r  iisicil in the \'reflight p rc~~ : ran i s  i s  
* t . i l ~ ~ ~ L t o  i .  '1 , , t . ' \ l  r ) f < I X r ,  PCJ-CI 1: .  I:CfIItFF:, 1,Lcsrdis 
FL' s:c,tle hi'tor t o  3242s .  3, and G scale 
l l - t '  I ! > J  t h t ~  ~~i~e111gl i t  \ii:iuhltion to  change 
. 
PATCH NUMBER 
12 (contd) 
13 
11 
25 
26 
27 
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FUNCTION 
read. The ECORSE values a re  converted to radians, and 
the counter for the print t ime table is se t  back to 1. Re- 
turn i s  to the flow exit of the exit address.  
Through this  patch a data tvord o f  25 zero bits may be 
te 1 em cite red . 
This patch is meant to res tore  the capability to simulate 
the order  code test section of the preflight programs.  It is 
assumed that the OUT TO FACE 1 csi t  address  in the order  
code test  loop is the first exit address  in the l is t .  A flag is 
se t  for the preflight subroutines, and the flow of the first 
exit address is set with no pztch, no matrix operations, and 
exit to FACE. 
This patch changes scale factors for the flight matrix posi- 
tions 66 and 71. These scaling changes were originally 
made for the F5 mission guidance program for the Model 
-3 computer, for  sustainel. phase. Position 66, which was 
Pi, is given a scale factor of 0.1537046 x lo-‘. Position 
7 1 ,  which was EPSILON, is given a scale factor of 6 5 5 3 . 6 .  
This patch changes the scale factors of positions 36,  44, 53, 
6 5 ,  70, and 7 1  of the flight matrix.  These changes in the 
flight matrix setup were originally made for the Centaur 
phases of the F5 guidance program coded for the dash 3 
computer. 
tor  of 26214.3. 
for :ill three components. 
EPSILON, is given a scale factor of 26214.4.  Also, thc 
tirum location from which EPSILON is read is changed to 
2901.  The scale fxctor tor  position 69, (lKL),  is changed 
to 0.  W l 1 7 9 0 9 .  The scale Lictor for position 70 ,  which iva:, 
E;Z r n ,  1s changeci to  n. icmi3:i s ~ r ) - ~ i .  
This patch is used in 3 preflixht guidance program when it 
is riot desircci to set  velocity back to Lero a t  the beginning 
of each phase. .i sn itch i s  set for the preflight subroutines, 
Positions 36, 44, and 52  a r e  given a scale Fac- 
This ck1ngt.s the F* scaling to  V*G scaling 
Position 7 1, which was 
If new patches a r e  desired,  the!. maj. i)c aiiticrl by inserting the desired coding into 
LICOS, and assigning a patch number to that section by placing a t ransfer  to the corlung 
in the patch t ransfer  vector. This may bc clone either hy reassembling or with octal 
patches . 
t FACE is an 
simulations 
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Patch numbers not mentioned in this documentation are unused. 
that these patch numbers are octal nuwbers.  The maximum number of t ransfer  
allowed in the transfer vc.ctor is 4 1 (octali 
It should be  noted 
3 3 3 Print Switch The prIiit :,witcli I S  se t  h.y Patch 7 01- l 'a tch 3 and is r e se t  after 
the matrix is printed I1 the flow hor(1 is ne<ati\e,  ( i  e , contaliis no patch number) 
the print switch is tested If i t  is rcsst't, thc matrix operations are shipped, and the 
exit specdied by the ilow is talcen Il' the print switch is set, the matrtx operations 
are performed. By this scheme the niatris is not filled unless it IS  to be printed. 
3 .  6 . 4  I%lankin,: the Flight ZlatrL.; 
4 ,  the flight matrix will Ite blanked; that i s ,  a minus ze ro  will be stored in the 72 
matri r  ce l l s .  
If the t a ~  of the flow word contains either a 2 o r  a 
3 .  8 . 5  Filling the Flight Matrix. 
print out, it m u s t  be known which matrix positions are to be filled, where the values 
are located on the drum,  and what their scale factors are. This information i s  pro- 
cided by the "CVHJCH", by the output addresses in the Librascope inemory, and by the 
appropriate s tored scale factors, all in one-to-one correspondence with each  other ,  
If values are to be placed in the flight matrix for 
WHICII. 
address  has a corrc'spondin,: N'lIlCII, consisting of two ~ v o r d s  made u p  of 72 bits, 
each hit representing a position in  the flight matrix and corresponding to an  output 
address  in the Librascope computer meniory . 
The \YHICIl tel ls  ivhich matrix positions are to  be filled. F:ach eslt 
The If'HICH is examined hi t  by bit .  When a 1 bit is found, a i.alue is taken froin 
i t s  correspondent specified word on the drum, scaled with i t s  correspondent scale  
factor,  and put in the corresponding position of the flight niatrm. This process 
continues until all 1 bits have been found. 
Gutput Addresses.  
put address which is a location in the Librascope computer ii1elnor-y containing a 
value to bc put into t h e  flisht matrix. This location may be a sector  of e i ther  a 
temporarb track, the sigtnator, o r  the accumulator. There  inay be up to  $2 out- 
put addresses ,  o n e  for  earh  position in  the tnatr i~.  
Each 1 bit discoyered in the WHICII designates a specific out- 
Scale Factors .  These are coni ers ion Lalues stored in the 7090,  which transforrn 
Librascope values to the form i1saJ11c by the 7090. 
there may be 7 2  scalt, factors, also in one-to-one correspondence with the matr ix  
positions. The scaled decinlal i.alues from the output addresses  are multiplied by 
these scale factors thus r cxa l ing  them to their original \ alues 
Like the output addresses ,  
. I .  Y. (i Printing the Flight Jlatrix 
matrix IS printed. I n  addition, l h c  L slues of t h e  code word, r e i  ulution counter, and 
exlt  address are i)rinted. In 
If the tag of the llow word is a 4 o r  a ,3, the flight 
T i i c  eode \vorcl 1s printt.cI i n  IJiiiar). 15 l t h  Po t c t  the ieit .  
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preflight simulation, additional preflight data are also printed. -4fter printout the 
> .?tq print switch is rese t .  .& 
3 .  9 . 7  Exit 
t h e  ciecrc~mc~nt of ttie I lo\\ uord i.: ta!,(~n 
next instruction, 01- IJV y\itiiig to FACE,. 
EAC'I... .2fter the f l igh t  rnatrix is tilled o r  printed, the t w t  specified by  
Thc si:nulation c'ontinues t)y siinulating the 
a .  Closed-loop Simulations. 111 ;i c l c w ~ l - l o o p  h i i i i ~ i l a t i o t i  (COFLIC),  FACE is the 
routine that joins 1,lC'OS anc! C o l l l N ) .  
end of each cotnputc iyc*le  of the Guidance program.  
An exit to FACI- inust be made once at the 
h.  Open-loop Simulations. 
rcplaced by B transfer djrcctly I1HCk to 1,IC'OS w h c r e  S k J c C j d  functions that need be 
performed only once per cor-tiputc c.ycle are e x e c u t e t i .  
In a n  open-loop inflight siniulation, the exit to FACE is 
In an open-loop preflight siniulation, thc ESlT TO F.lCE i s  replaced by a t ransfer  
to the pt-fl ight siihroiitine FACI: 1, on  the f i r s t  exi t .  
eAits, the traristt-r- IS to Llit  p~.ctl ight siii)roiltine I.'ACF: 3 .  
On ,211 subsequent FACE 
Lipon re-entering I.IC( ) S  1 roni FACE,, the simulation functions that need bc. performed 
o n l y  once per compute cycle are cwcut td .  
i s  begun. 
Thcn thc  simulation of  the next instruction 
3 . 9 . 1  Prepaying to  Exit to FACE. Ya1ur.s of dclta time, flight mode, s teer ing,  and 
torquing must  be cu rnp t i t cd  tor  C034IHO and prt~flight subyoutine i n p u t .  
a .  
b. 
C .  
Delta Time. A delta Lime i s  cornputed for  use lq 110th C(~llB0 arid preflight. 
must be equal to the  length of the compute  cyclc~ and i s  determined by the fre- 
quency of the  Iq'ACF ekits.  
It 
Flight IlCJde. 
simulated. I t  is set to 1 tor liooFter, 2 for  Yustainer, 3 l o r  Centaur Phase I ,  4 
for Centaur Phase 11, aiid ;j ~ U I .  Ccnt:iur l'hast II1. 
1s determined hy ttie \ ; t i u c ~  of the code \iord. 
COM130, but Iiy 1 ICOS 1 1 )  tiett.rminc. the iritmiitig o! aniliijiuous d iscre tes .  
to Paragraphs 3 . 2 . 1 1  : i t i d  3 . 2 .  14. t 
ThcA \.alite oi t h e  t l i<:ht  i i iode dctermines !he phase of the flight heing 
Thc wtting of the flight mock 
Thcb Ili<lit riiodt is used not only by 
(Ile1t.r 
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3 . 9 . 2  Returning f rom FACE.  1,lC:OS is initialized on the f i r s t  entry from FACE. 
(Refer to Paragraph 3.9.2.f.) Theredlei" only simulation functions are performed, 
once per coiiipute cyclc. 
a. Sa\!ing Core on Tape. 
loading the contents uf t h i s  t:ilw 1)aci; in to  CL)I-C, great s:i:.in;;s are made  in siinula- 
tion time. 
simulation t imes without f i rs t  simul:iting u l )  t o  the t r r iuh ic*  point. 
13y sa\ i n g  c o w  on ii\ag:'!letio talJc, and  at a la ter  (late 
This sa., cl-t:tpt ic.ature : i I l o \ v s  (.lel)iigginz 0 1  3 giiidaiicx program at  high 
It i t  is indicated to 1-1C(fS that a t q t )  is to I I C ~  sL~ied  dt 3 sl)ecific s i m u l a l l o n  t ime,  
the sa \e  tape time w i l l  \ I t >  co11tpj-r~ (1 uith Che simuldtion tirile on each E'ACI: exit. 
When the save tape time is rcaclttd, ttw core is written on magnetic tape starting 
at location 1000 coctal). 
The last record 1s \\'rltteIi ~ o r , t : i ~ i ~ i ~ ~ ~  ioc - , i t i ons  14 1 to 7 i 7  (octal , ,  Iol lu\+~cd by an 
end-of-file mark. Redundancy checks and end-of-tape tes t s  are performed. The 
comment, TAPE E35 WAS SAVED A T  XXXX.SX SFXONDS, is printed, where 
XXXX.XX is simulation time whtri Lhe tape was aa\wl.  
bL\ty- thi  ct' rtl( (,r(is of 1 0  10 (oct:tl\ bo rds  are in ' i tkn.  
If a tape i h  r q u c s t e d  by PATCH 1, the conimcnt, TAPE I33 IYAS SAVED A T  
XXXX.XX SECOWE i-STs(; 1 S I I '  A I ) l I I ~ I S S  TTSS, is printed, where XXSX.SX is 
thc value 01 the s in \u la t ion  time ,it u.hich t h e  talw I S  nrittc'n, aiid 'l'TSS is the 
locatiuii o f  the exit address. 
sis scction. 
The return 111 this cas t  i:, t u  the> t u t  :iddrcss analy- 
Otherwicc tht, returii is to  Lest tor tc.leint*try tape inputs. 
I,. Order  Code Esit  i n  Prelliqht. 
the f i rs t  exit address (which ~ o i i l d  he the OLT exi t  i n  Order (‘ode. Test) is set not 
to exit O V T  eycept w1it.n the Order ( ' d e  Test is simulated. 
r e se t  to an OLT exit by PATCI1 14. 
11 preflight is being simulated, the flow \ d u e  01 
This llow l a lue  is 
c. Reading Telemetry Inputs for the Sigmator. In the JlodeI -1,  three vclocities, 
three positions, and time, arc' read in onc record from a !nagnc,tic tape. The u-, 
v-, and w-components ot ve1oc:ty arid position are di\rideci by U 1  -1. U, UZ+-l .O,  
and D3+1.0,  respectiveiy, to convert them from thrust  values to sigmator values. 
These values are then conterted f roni unsealed floating point numbers to scaled 
Librascope numbers and s tored  on the  sigmator. 
An end-of-file mark  indicates eit!ier the end of the data o r  the start of a coast  
phase. The comment FOL'SD EOE 1<i.:ADI&G IKPLT T A P E  is printed as each 
end-of-file is encountcxd anif the sirnulation is terminated unless more  fi les are 
expected. If more than one file o f  ti.lemetry input is to he processed, an input is 
used to  tell I X O S  how many fi les tu  espect, and reading of this tape continues 
until the simulation finds a PO\i 'EI< T I R ? ;  OF'F instruction, 
In the Model -3  the telemetry t ap :  produced by I.ITE:C (Program N O .  3004 in the 
GI): .-I Scientific Programminl: Litiraryr collt:iins the acutal I-ibrascope values that 
3 6 
. .  
were telemetered as the thrust values. The thrust values are read one set p e r  
compute cycle, shifted to give them sigmator scaling, and then s tored directly on 
the sigmator. 
If an end-of-file is encountered on the telemetry tape, the comment, READ A T  
PTO ALL FILES, i s  printed and the simulation is terminated. 
I 
d. Reinitialize After Power Turn Off. [In order  to initialize LICOS properly after a 
POWER TURN OFF, the instruction that commanded the power turn off must have 
been an exit address with an OUT exit (refer to Paragraph 3.2.9). Then, as 
LICOS is re-entered, the switch set a t  the PTO simulation will be recognized and 
the simulation properly initialized.] The comment, ENTER SIMULATION AFTER 
POWER TURN OFF. TIME = XX.XXXX, is printed, where m.XXXX is the s im- 
ulated time of re-entry. The value on the flip-flop is then set  to zero and the lo- 
cation of the next instruction to  be simulated is aet to 3100. The revolution 
counter is set back to zero and the simulation time value is saved a8 an initial 
time value called the start time. All other counters connected with drum revolu- 
tions are set  back to zero. 
If the simulation is being driven by a Model -1 telemetry tape, and an end-of-file 
mark has not yet been reached, the telemetry input tape is advanced to end-of- 
file. If no more fi les are to be read, the comment, READ AT PTO ALL FILES, 
is printed and the run terminated. If more files are expected, the comment, PTO 
READ THROUGH 1 FILE OK, is printed, and the simulation is continued. 
e. Changing the RlSCAN Value. The MSCAN content is changed periodically. The 
time-to-change and the corresponding matrix values are read as input. On the re- 
turn from each FACE exit, simulation time is checked against the time-to-change 
the MSCAN. When that time is reached, the new value is s tored on the MSCAN, 
and the comment, MSCAN SET TO NNNNNNNN AT TIME = XXXX.XX is printed, 
where NNNNNNNN is the new value of the MSCAN in octal (Pa to  the left), and 
XXXX.XX is the time that the new value was  stored on the MSCAN. 
The times for changing the MSCAN may fo r  certain purposes be set  relative to the 
time of Reorient if each relative se t  of t imes is separated by a zero t ime (see 
Paragraph 4 . 7 . 3 ) .  Therefore, it is necessary for  the t imes to extend beyond the 
expected Reorient times o r  the length of simulation t ime, to avoid having the 
t imes taken as relative values prematurely. 
f .  Initializing LICOS. On the f i r s t  entrance to LICOS, control is sent to the initiali- 
zation section. 
The Librascope guidance program is read into a section of core  referred to  as the 
DRUM. Currently, the DR'L;I\II is located beginning at  cell 62000 (octal) and ending 
a t  67777 (octal). If the binary cards containing the guidance program are not the 
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first data after the data card,  the first card encountered will be printed along with 
the comment, THIS CARD IS OUT O F  ORDER IN THE DATA SETUP, and the sim- 
ulatiun will be tcrmiiiatcxd. 
- 
~ 
_ _  
~ 
If an unreco\ erahlc rcvlunciancy i h  encountered, the comment RE1)l 'XDANCY 
C H E C K  WIIILE.: REAIILTG IIRk 11, ADI)T<I;SS 011' T H J :  CARD IS &"NE, IS printed 
where X K N N K  is the octal a r idwss  of the c:trd 111 e r r o r .  
terminated. The tLntire d r u m  1,s ci:eclied for check s u m  errors .  
countered, the comment ~ ~ R R O R  I?; C'HLCK SUL1, .41lDIIESS OF THE: CARD IS 
N N N S N ,  is printed ior v:ich c ' ; L ~ ( I  111 eri.or, 
'The s imula t ion  is then 
If any arc c w -  
If the guidance program has a title card ,  this title is printed f i rs t .  
version title card is  printed nest. 
format specified by the E'ORIN input routine (see 1ieferenc.e 5). 
sorted and converted to usable form. Various quantities are initialized. If extra 
tapes are being used, they begin transmission. Thc format  of the flight matr ix  is 
printed. Then the  constants f r o m  the  guidance program are  printed. If the simu- 
lation is closed-loop, thcb i'cbturn is to CO3IBO. Otherwisc, the r c t u r n  is to test  
for telemetry inputs. I n  either case, the comment, BEGLY IJBRASCOPE COM- 
PLTER SILIt'I,.4TJOK, is printed. 
The LICOS 
The simulation input  1s read according to the 
The input is 
SECTION 4 
LICOS INPUT AND OLTPUT 
Various data a r e  input to LICOS to specify logical switch setting within the simulation 
and to  describe the types of input and output. 
I 
4 . 1  LOGICAL SWITCH SETTINGS. This input prescr ibes  the type of simulation to  
be performed, the type of sigmator input t o  he used, code word locations, code word 
bits to be used to  indicate a change of phase, the computer model to  be simulated, 
duration of the simulation, and types of output desired.  
4.2 INPUT AND OUTPUT OPTIONS. Telemetry niay be printed and/or placed on 
cards or tape (depending on the model of the computer being simulated), or omitted. 
An instruction trace may he given. Overflow e r r o r  comments may be printed. The 
flight matrix may be printed on a time basis  if PATCH 3 i s  used. The value of the 
MSCAN may be changed at any time. 
4 . 3  GUIDANCE PROGRAM CORRECTIONS. A special input is available for  making 
corrections to the guidsiice program. llny main memory location niay he changed. 
4 . 4  FLIGHT MATRIX SETUP. A list of cxit addresses  is read i n  along with the 
corresponding FLOW, v5"ICH, and PATCH values. In addition. the 72 matrix posi- 
tions are each :issigned 
determine the contents of the matrix. 
name, output address .  and scale factor.  These completely 
4 . 5  DISPLAY OF CONSTANTS. iz l ist  of names of constants. their  locations on the 
drum, and their  scale factors is read in. Then the names,  locations, actual values. 
and scaled values i n  both dccini:il and Lilxascopt' form a r e  printed. 
4 . 6  DECK SETUP. l h c  decl, consist of three basic parts ns shown in Fibxre 6 .  
f i r s t  part is a binary deck of the I ibrascope guitlancc. program. The second par t  is 
the simulxtion input. 
simulation, t h e  third p ~ i r t  is :I section of spc'cial preflight program input. 
loop simulation. the t h i r d  pxr t  is :in :icwleration profilt.. 
driven simulation the third part is omitted. 
The 
These t n o  pnrts are  always prescxnt i n  LICOS. In a preflight 
In a c*losed-loop o r  t:ipe 
In an open- 
Pa r t  tivo, the simulation input. consists o f  se.ten txtsic7 secstions c:illed REXDS. 
number o f  cards  m a y  tx used tor w c h  IiE:.2T). 
F'ORIK routine (see liefc>rtmce s ) .  
A4ny 
'The r.ird format is specified Iiy the 
Iqr!t>f!? ? h i s  fo i .m: i t  is :IS follo\\s .  
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b. The format for each parameter is: the alphanumeric name of the parameter,  an I .-. 
s .$?E 
equals sign, and then t h e  value of the parameter.  
Example: NAME = 1 
c .  The form of the input v a l u e  tnust be specified as octal, integer. floating point, o r  
hollerith. The convention for representation of these types i s  a s  follows: 
- Octal - An octal number is preceded by a dollar sign ($) and assumed to  be right 
adjusted. 
Example: X = $16 
Integer - This is 8 decimal number with no decimal point. -
Example: X = 19 
Floating Point - A floating point i s  specified when a decimal point o r  "E" appears 
somewhere in the number. 
X = 17698.7688 
X = 176987688E-4 Example: 
Hoilerith - If BCD alphanumeric input is desired,  the le t ter  H is used. The num- 
ber immediately preceding the H determines how many characters  of information 
will follow. 
Example: X = 4HAB5D 
d.  Blanks are ignored, so data may appear in any columns not exceeding column 72. 
FORIN has been modified to print out all ca rds  read unless the letter P appears 
in column 73. 
e. Each parameter must be separated from the next by a card bearing a comma (, ), 
an asterisk (*), or a slash (/). If 3 parameter i s  followed by a comma, the nexct 
parameter will be read i n  immediately. If the value is followed by an aster isk 
o r  a slash,  some special function i s  to be performed. The READ functions per- 
formed by LICOS arc  described in the follon.ing paragraphs. 
4 . 7  LICOS READ FUNCTIONS. In the folloLidng discussion: 
a. X. X, Y. Y,  o r  Z. Z, etc .  a r e  used to  denote any  dclcimal floating point number 
b.  KNN, MlLlAl, L L L ,  etc.  a r e  used to denote octiil numbers. 
41 
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c. 
d .  I, J J .  E;, e tc . ,  are u w d  t$p tlcriott~ integers. 
e .  TTSS* is some I.1! ) r . i5Copt1  loc*cition. \there T?' is the track, SS is the sector ,  
AA, BBB, CCC, etc . .  are used to  denote hollerith information. 
and  * is used to indicate a n  cl\trs tra(-h.  
On all IZLII) input, punctuation :~ncl spc>lling :ire of the utmost Ilnportance, but the 
order  of the parameters :tithin ; I  I l l ' 21>  does not n1,itter. 
the fonnat ,  see the \tritcup t ) f  t h t ~  1:ORIK routine in 1Ztlferenc.c -). 
4.7. 1 RE.ID 1. 
eter n,ust t x  follo\ic~(I h v  ;-L comni:~ v w c y t  t h e  1:ist one nhic t i  must be followed by rin 
as ter isk or s lash  card. 
For further inforniation on 
Here t h e  loyic-a1 snitch settillgs for 1,ICOS are read in. Each param- 
a. TELSW = $0 -- provides printed telenictry output. 
,SW = $1 -- provides telemetry output, on magnetic tape for the hlodel-3 
computer, or on octal cards  for the XIodel-1 computer. 
,S\V = S2 -- providc)s priiited and elther tape o r  card telemetry output. 
b. SAVETP = 51 -- provides :I magnetic tape of core  at the siniulation t ime specified 
by the parameter,  B5TIIvIE. 
c .  B.5TIAIE = X. X -- used in t*onjunction with S.4I'ETP - $1, this indicxtes the 
sirnulation time (seconds) at nhich the tape nil1 be \vritten. 
d.  TPOCD = $0 -- an acceleration profile, used for sigmator output. 
TPOCD 
TPOCD -= $ 2  -- cLills for use of :i telemetry tape with an 1. D. record .  
DTLPKT = 0 -- provides :i tletmled print given selectively according to the READ 
S1 -- ;1 telemetry input tapc \iith no I .  D. rccord \+.ill he u s e d .  
e. 
1 input. 
f .  ERCOM = $1 -- allons printitig o! I ibrascope overflow e r r o r  cornmcnts. (See 
INDEX 0 1 '  1 ICOS COM&IEYI'S). 
p. -, E?TI)RI'N X. X -- prescri1w.s t h t '  simu1:ition time :it xhich the r u n  should be 
termin:iteti. If 110 EXDRI'N value 1s read 
i n ,  the simuiation uill he terminated :iiitomatically at 5000. 0 
seconds. 
SS is 111 seconds. 
42 
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., “1 h. LIBRAS = 
LIBRAS 
0 -- indicates that the Model -1 computer is to be simulated. -.&% :*:q 
$1 -- indicates that the Rlodel - 3  computer is to hc simulated. 
1. PREFLT = 0 -- indicatcis that preflight is to be sirtiu1:tted. 
j .  HOEFS = 0 -- indicates that LICOS is running with COAIRO. 
k. FILES = J -- used in conjunction with ’I‘POCD = 51 or TPOCD = $2 to indicate 
that more  than 1 file of data is to be processed (J 
files to  bc processed). 
the number of 
1. LLTEC = 1 -- indicates that LICOS i s  running \vith LITEC. 
m. CODEW = 4HTTSS -- indicates the LIBRASCOPE drum location of the  code word. 
If omitted LICOS assumes  the code ivord location to be 2818. 
n. CTABLE = SNNNWNN, $KEN.. . . . , where CTABLE may have up t o  5 octal values. 
These octal values a re  left-adjusted hit configurations of 
the code word that indic;ite changes in the phase of flight. 
The first value indicates the end of the booster phase: the 
second the end of t h e  sustainer phase. the third the  end of 
Centaur Phase 1. the fou r th  the end of Centaur Phase 2 ;  and 
t h e  fifth the end of Centaur Phase 3 .  If these values are 
omitted, it is nssumed that P:l indicxttls end of the booster 
phase, PG indicates end of the sustainer phase, P9 indi- 
c:des end of Centaur Phxse 1. P12 indicates end of Centaur 
Phase 2 ,  
PLOT’ - 0 -- prc\cntc  > \ r i t i n g  of 1 , I P T O N  PLOT T.\ I’E 
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4.7.2 READ 2. If the matrix is to he printed on a time basis using PATCH 5 ,  this 
read will specify values of DELTTM. (the interval between printouts) and SKPTIM, 
the periods during which each 1)EI.Tml uill prevail. Thus: 
\vhich me:ins that the 1n;itrix to tw prin~e(1 every X. X seconds from t ime LV. Li' to  t ime 
%. %, and every Y. Y secwnds from t ime % .  Z to t ime V.17, e tc .  
Example. SKPTLhl - 0.. l o . ,  1011.. l>ELTIAI .,5. 1;. * 
This m e m s  th.it tlir' f i ikt l t  m;itrix \ \ i l l  he printed every 0. 3 seconds from 
zero seconds to 10 seconds. Then from 10 seconds t o  100 seconds, it wi l l  
be printed every 15 seconds. 
If the simulation t ime should evceetl the larger SIWTL!I value, the printout interval is 
automatically set to  30  seconds for t h e  remainder of the run. There may not be more  
than 10 SKPTIRI vi lues .  
-1. 7 . S  R E I D  3 .  The parameter: uf this READ are used t o  set the value of the hISCAN. 
Setting AISCTIJI - S.S, Y. Y, . . . where X. X, Y. Y, etc., are  simulntion t imes at 
lvhlch tht: ITSC-AX should be  changed 
and MSET = SNN, SXNh' ,  . . . \Ltir>re NN e tc . ,  n re  the  octal values that the hTSCXN 
is to assuniC ('The 2 5  bits of the ,1ISC.\S value a r e  assumed to  he left- 
adjusted. ), 
means that ;it t ime X. X the hISC.\S n i l 1  I)e set  equal to NS, at t ime Y. Y. the AiSC.4X 
\\ill  he set ecp:ii to  XXX, et\-. 
Example: AISCTIhI - -  2 . 0 .  4000. ,  1ISE:'T' - S - 0 ,  0" 
This means th3t ;it 2 seconds thc bISC.lX !>:ill have a 1 in Po (ignition alert). 
At 4000 seconds the 3ISC.\h n i l1  he set  to zero.  The I\ISCTI,1I values must 
e,xtend beyond the end of  simulation t ime, and there is a limit of 10 hISCTIM 
values. 
The IISCTI3I values may be made  relative t o  Reorient points for Centaur Phases 2 
and 3 .  
~ ~ - . .. . 
. .  . ” .  . . .  . . ._-. 
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Example: X. X ,  Y. Y,  V. V. L .  %. . . . iiliere X. S, Y. Y, c t c . ,  x1.e t h c  t i r n c s  t o  t u r n  
the print  on . t n d  off. 19otr..  T R I C E  is t h c  s:tnic :is DTPSTR.) 
b.  LIBCON = 5HTTSS*, X.X, Y. E' is t h e  format for correcting a constant. TTSS* 
is t h e  1oc:ition. S.  X is t h t  ncn value of the constant, and Y. Y is its 
scalt, f.ictor. 
The value f2h. $4 is tlivic!c.ti hy  the scale factor ,  3 6 . ,  giving the scaled 
constlint ~ r a l u c ,  . 514:!i.571. This \aluc) is stored i n  location 03lC4*. 
c .  If :I tzpe is being use t i  to ciri~:c I .ICOS (TDOCD =- $1, or 'TPOCD = S2) ,  the l l d e l  
-1 computer is being simulated (I . lBl t \S = (I), and the drift constants in  the 
guidance program, D1, TX, :tnd DY, .ire riot re ro ,  then the  n l u e s  of D1, D2, and 
I)J m u s t  be rend into 1,IC'OS to c o n v e r t  the tape input from t h r u s t  to  sigmator 
values. 
b. FLO = l l H A A A M A A A A A A ,  lSHBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB, $CC -- the  flow 
'" . exit, matrix operation, and patch number respectively. The patch number e blp.i 
is omif tcd  i f  r i o  p t r h  lirnction IS t o  Iw ext>ciitrcl 
v. ays bci prc>>ent. 
Tht~ f l o ~  esit  must 31- 
8 
In an innight .-im:~lntiou a n  OUT exit m u s t  })e ni:id(, oiice per compute c.ycale 
to chtck the  \ lhC.W sc>tting, change the flight motlt'. s a k e  core  on tape,  
read any tap. input m t i  r-est:irt aftc'r POb'i;Ii ' f C I t S  OFF. In addition, i f  
the s i n i u l n t i o n  15 run with CORIRO, a n  OT'T exit must be made at each 
cutoff point, at POM'EIZ TURS O F F ,  :ind \vhc.n tnitixlizing time. If t h e  
sitiiulatioti is from tape input ai OUT exit m u s t  lie present in the initializa- 
tion section of the guidance program, to read the  first set of values. 
BRRR . . . . . , . I3 is one of thc four phrases .  1 )  SO 13IANK NO PRINT, 
(does nothing) 
RI.A,1?.; N O  PR1X.I'. (h1:mlts :ill flight inatris kwsitions \vith a - ( I . ) ?  or 
4) BLANIi P R I N T .  (blanks all posit,ions of the f i ight  matrix with a - 0 .  , 
and prints the flight matrix. ).  
21 NO I3I.ANK PRINT,  (prints !he flight niair'ix), 3 )  
CC is the pxtrh numt)er. 
numbers itscd in I!E U) 6 arc listed with tht.ir functions below. 
niiml)crs r i o t  listetl :ire not used .  
This niay he any oct:il \ . due  from 1 to 41. Patch 
Those 
G n  '4 r, 3 - 1 14 1 
14 Set first exit :iddress flow to OUT for 
0. C.  7'. (preflight\. 
Chruige to Sustainer Scaling for  F.5. 
('hange to Phase 1 Scaling for F5. 
25 
26 
27 Do not initi:ili/.e ~ c l o v i t y  i n  preflight. 
(For further description of patches, see the docunientation section on 
p t r h c s  . \ 
I ,  J ,  K ,  . . . speciiies <\,tiich pobitions i n  the in3trix 3re to he filled. 
Each o€ t h e  nunibera (1, J ,  E;. . . ) ,  which may w n g e  froin 1 to  7 2 ,  refer 
to a m x t r i s  position, oiitput address, and scale iactor. 
are to  1 ) ~  fi l led,  the U7IIC'H is omitted.  
If no positions 
Example. XAD 4 H l 7 c i 3 ,  FI 0 -IJCO&l'IKUE, 13HRIAXK PRINT, $ 7 ,  
WIJ'ICH 5, 1 7 ,  63* 
That is, at location 
res t  of the  f l o i v  t u  l x  cxccuted. 
- !'. \.:dues, : ind  t h e  !)oSition.s 5 ,  1 7 ,  m d  t X 3  of the flight inatrix n.111 he 
filled with new values. 
PATCH 7 is111 set the print switch allowing the  
The flight matrix w i l l  be blanked ivith 
The matrix is then printed. 
the nest instruct i o n .  
The siniulation is continued by executing 
d.  If the matrix setup is to he read. :t format iiumber, output address ,  name,  and 
scale  factor must nll be wxi. 
. A. 
.. 
OUTAD = SHTTSS* -- the output address where the desired quantity may be 
found on the drum. TT  = 00 indicates the sigmator except 
\\.hen SS = 63; then the output address  is the accumulator. 
NAME = GHAAAAAA -- the symbolic name of the variable that \vi11 appear in this 
position of the matrix.  A11 of the names are printed once 
in their matrix form at the beginning of the run. 
SCALE = X. X -- the scale factor of the variable. The value from the drum i s  
multiplied by this value and placed in  the matrix for print out. 
Example: FMT = 31,  NAME = 5HRhlU0,  OCTAD = 4H2843,  SCALE = 677721.6* 
This meane that position (7, 3) of the flight matrix will contain RhTUO, 
RMUO may be found in location 2843 and its scale factor is 677721.6. 
On * EXIT, each value read is converted to  usable form and stored in its proper table. 
Then another READ 6 value is read. 
On / EXIT, HEAD 6 ieriiiinates and READ 7 begins. 
4.7.7 READ7 
4.7.7.1 Guidance Constants. The constants in the guidance program may he  printed 
out at the beginning of each run in their scaled, unscaled, and Librascope formats.  
a. CONST = 6HAAAAAA -- the symbolic name of the desired constant. 
b. LOC = 5HTTSS* -- the drum location of the constant. 
C .  SCALE = x. ,Y -- the scale filctc;r by which t h e  value on the drum is multiplied to 
obtain the actual value. 
Example: COKST -= 3HTFF, LOC = -1H31-16, SCALE = 1 2 9 0 5 . 5 *  
d. If a P is in Column 7 3  of the card (as is usually the case), the input card image 
\\.ill not be printed. 
* EXIT prints the values of the constant and reads another READ 7 value. 
/ EXIT begins the simulation. 
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4 . 7 . 7 . 2  Acceleration Profile. Part three in .an open-loop simulation deck is the 
acceleration profile. Three  components of acceleration and a t ime up to  which these 
accelerations should he used are read.  
a ,  ENDTI31 = S.S -- the t ime up  to  \\,hich the accelerations : r e  to  be used. 
1). :ICC'EL -1 X. X, Y. T, %. Z -- the three components of accc1tr:ition. 
This i n e m s  that from the time the card is read until 170 seconds, :m 
:ic*ctAlcrution oi i i  ft/sec' in the \V direction is used to  compute sigmator 
i npu t . 
When the ENDTIRI value is reached, another profile card is read. If no more  ca rds  
are present,  the siinulation is terntrn:iteci. 
E:ich time t h e  sigmat,ur I O H ~ L '  time fiord i s  stored on, a profile card \vi11 be read. 
* EXIT returns the siniu1:ition to  the FEXT routine where the :icceleration is inte- 
grated to gi1-c the velocity :ind position input necessary to drive 1.ICOS. 
/ EXIT would appear only i n  e r r o r ,  and would cause the simulation to  be terminated 
immediately , 
4. 8 SPECLAI. TrZPE:S. 
inodc.) 
(All speci:il tapes used by  LICOS are high density binary 
4.8. 1 Telemetry Input. The Mcxlel -1 telemetry input tape contains seven-word 
records,  in floating point format. The values are  tinic, thrust  velocity i n  the u-, v-, 
an:! ;;'-:!i:'e~tie~s, :md t !~ rus t  p o s i t i ~ n  !n the 1 1 - :  v-. 3iid \v-dire<:tioiis, in that o rder .  
The ILlotlel - 3  telemetr>r input tape contains seven-bvord records,  in Librascope format 
cvith P through PZ4 containing the data. Time is the f i r s t  \void, RTU the second, 
RTV the third,  RTW thc fourth, VTI '  the fifth, VTV the sixth, and V T W  the seventh. 
0 '  
The telemetry input is read from Tape .\7.  
is used, \\here . W X S  is the number of t h e  telemetry input tape. 
Control card,  *LO:lD TAPE HI A7,  XXXX, 
4. d .  2 Telemetry Output. The Model -1 telemetry output i s  \\Titten from the system's  
output tape A3 in thc form of punched oct:i! cxrds. No special setup is required.  Each 
sequence is a set  of cards  nith the address  beginning at zero,  five values per  card.  
The number of words in each sequence does not escetd 20. No end-of-file is written. 0 
50 
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The Model -3 telemetry output is written on tape B6. The number of words p e r  
record is equal to the number of words in each sequence, but may never exceed 30. 
The format of the \vords is specified hy the  ;\lodttl - 3  telenic.try c1at:t converter.  
Control card,  *%\.'E T;\PT;: (EOF') HI R6,  is used so t h ~ t  a n  end-of-file is written 
hy t h e  monitor system. 
4.8.3 S;tve Core on Tape. \Vlien core is to I)e s3ved for future use, control card 
*SAVE TAPE HI  B-7 is used  and the core  is u r i t t e n  on txpe B5. Sixty-three records 
of S l 2  uords each are irritten, start ing :it location LO00 (octal). The final record 
contains 4 1 2  \\ ords \vritten f rom location 14-1 (octal). 
\\ r it ten. 
.In cnd-of-file nitirk i s  
SECTIOiC' 5 
--.i 
for the return to LICOS. 
... I _ .  
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Velocity and position are updated by the formulas: 
*-. 
I /  
.j 5 
~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~ 
. j  
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'1 
~ ~ 
-,1. 
*EXIT converts the LIBINS or LIBCON read and then returns to READ 2. Therefore 
the B5"IF: and SAVETP values must be terminated bv commas (,) and LIBINS and 
LIBCON by an aster isk (*). 
/EXIT prints the format of the flight matrix, and then directs the simulation to READ7 
of the normal input setup, the initial constant printout. 
~ 
Even though no constant printout is desired, n s l a s h  (/) card  must be present. 
remainder of the acceleration profile or  other input complctcs the data d e c k .  
The 
. ..I 
I. ..,-.;. ii. 
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SECTION 7 
LICOS SYMBOLOGY 
7.1 SWITCHES 
SYMBOLIC NAME 
llBSWH 
FUNCTION 
An 11-bit data word was  telemetered 
A 25-bit data word was telemetered 
Not 0 
0 
Simulate Model-3 computer 
Simulate Model -1 computer 
(No longer used) 
i 
AEN Not 0 
0 
CONUS 
CNT3BB Compute t ime for detailed print a t  the 
beginning of the section 
0 
'DAN Not 0 Check sum e r r o r  was encountered in the 
Librascopc binary drum input deck 
DOTT 
DATAFG 
Not 0 Print the flight matrix 
Not 0 
0 
A data word was stored on the data link 
A telemetry discrete was given 
DTLPRT Not 0 Do not examine detailed print t ime list  for 
Givr. detailcd print at the specified t imes 
printing a t r n c ~  
0 
ERCOhI Not 0 E r ro r  conimcints will be printed as over-- 
No 1,ibrascope overflow e r r o r  comments 
flows occur 
will he printed 
0 
ERRDNT 
FI LR 
Not 0 One line of detailed print wi l l  be given 3s 
suppleincnt to an e r r o r  comment 
Xot 0 Fnd-nC-file W:IS wtcoiintc.r.cd rcading the  
post flight telenictry tape without power 
tu rn  oif 
57 
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7.1 SWITCHES, Contd 
SYMBOLIC NAME SETTING 
FBOCO 
FCIMC 
FClVC 
FCBMC 
FC2VC 
ECSMC 
FC3VC 
F LMOD 
FSUCO 
FPREFL 
I: PTo I.' I, 
FXPRIN 
G FT 2 
Negat i v c  
Ne gat i v e 
NegatiL e 
N e  ga t i ve 
Ne gat i ve 
Ne ga ti ve 
Negative 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Nega t i ve 
Not 0 
0 
Sot 0 
Not 0 
0 
Not 0 
0 
Sot 0 
Not 0 
GDA63-1141 
FUNC TION 
I3oostc.r cutoff discr t4e for COhllK, 
Cent'aur Phasc 1 Vcrnicbr cutoff discrete 
for COMBO 
Centaur Phase 2 VCO discrete for COMBO 
Centaur I'hasc 3 MKCO discrcte for  COMBO 
Centaur Phase 3 I'CO discrete  for COMBO 
Rooster P h n s r .  
Su st a inc  I- Ph:] s c 
Centaur Phase 1 
Centaur Phase 2 
Centaur Phase 3 
Sust:iinclr cutoff discrete tor COMBO 
Simulate inflight 
Siniulate preflight 
Power t u r n  off was g-iLCen 
Detailed print wil l  be gi\ven 
b'lien c.on\.erting a BCD 1,ibrascope 
:iddress to hinar?.  t h e  d rum address in 
core will  not tw xlded 
LVhen convcrting 3 1,ibrasc:ope address  the 
d r u m  address  \vi11 be added 
J P  i 
m " .I, 
~ ~ 
IIR 
7 . 1  SWITCHES, Contd 
E‘U NC -r ION 
C1osc.d loop siniulntion using COMBO inputs 
I SETTING SYMBOLIC NAME 
HOEFS 0 
L2 Not 0 
LITFC Not 0 LTCOS is running ivith LITEC 
LIBEXT Not 0 
0 
Conlrcrt ing n t-cL-1 ar  location 
C onve I’ t i ng :i s t B 1. i - c b  tl 1 oc a ti on 
I 
I LRSW Not 0 One of t h e  w o r d s  of position of one compo- 
nent w a s  set  to 0. 
Change mode (p i~ f l igh t )  MDCNG Not 0 
Simulate 0. C. T. (preflight) 
Skip 0. C. T. simulation 
OCTF 
PTOC 
Not 0 
0 
Negative Power turn ot‘f was executed 
PORTW 
P R S W  
Not 0 
0 
Velocity of one component w a s  set to 0.  
Skip the matrix functions of all exit 
:idd re s s e s 
RTTA3 Not 0 Redundancy light for channel A was turned 
on by (STII). 
!ight, pr_.~fc,rm npei-stions on A7 un- 
hffei-ed,  <and turn the light back on for 
(STH) buffered output on A3 
LICOS wil l  turn off the 
SAVETP sot 0 
0 
Save a tnpc of’ core at BriTTME 
Do not save a t3pe of core on a t ime basis 
SIFLAG 
SPIT CH 
so t  0 
0 
Negative number is to be converted 
Positive number is to be converted 
Xot 0 Skips updnting time and the revolution 
counter from A L P H A  to BETA when time 
is initinlizcd. 
valucq i’e1:ifive to f i rs t  word phase when 
time1 \I :I> initi,?li/.ed. 
This  is to make all t ime 
L 1  GDA63 - 11 4 1 
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7.1 SWITCHES, Contd 
SYMBOLIC NAME 
SINGI, 
SI< TT IY G 
A single length word is to IK converted 
A doublc 1 c ~ n g t h  wo1.d is to bc converted 
Not 0 
0 
Stop the simulation 
SG is high. 
SO is low. 
I 
Select the extra t racks 
Select the  regular tracks 
STOPS 
SG 
Not 0 
Not 0 
0 
Format statement has not tiem fulfilled yet 
Format statement has  been completed: 
for (STH) 
print i t  
TORT Not 0 
O 
0 
1 
2 
Printed telemetry output only 
Either punched or  tape output only 
Printed nnd either punrhcd or tape output 
T ELSf7 
TPOCD 0 
1 
2 
Acceleration profile card input 
Telemetry tape input with no I. D. 
Telemetry tape input with I. D. 
No operand is in the detailed printout 
Operand is in the dct:iiled plaintout 
THEhIIS Not 0 
0 
Not 0 
0 
MECO is not reset  
MECO is reset 
ZCDFL 
7.2 STORAGE BLOCKS 
CONTENTS 
The i r a lu r  of simulation time when sigmator t ime is set to 
z(1ro at I iwrient for Cen tau r  Phase 3 
SYMBOLIC NAME 
STIllI F: 
3CODEW 
A 
I,oc*:ttion of thc cock word on the drum 
The locatioc ol t!if. i!istniction brxing simulated is in the 
address  poition 01 this \voi.d 
A C  
8 
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7 . 2  STORAGE BLOCKS, Contd 
SY M BO 1, I c NA M E CONTENTS 
A T 0  Acceleration during previous cycle (preflight) 
ATP Accelcratiou i n  platform coordinates (preflight) 
ADD4 
Avom 
Format number n s  rend in  
Locrttion of last RTSCAN i-ending error 
A3DG I3CD mmc €or matrix format as read in 
ADDRES 
XIID7 
AMSCAN 
Absolute core  location for octal correction made when 
restarting from a tape c 
Scale factor for matrix printout as read in 
Same 3s 3.ISZ-4S 
BB1 Input huffer for Librmcope drum deck 
. I  
BABS Revolution counter at first word phase 
B 5 TIM F: The simulation time when a tape containing all of core  is 
to be saved 
BEGREV Revolution count when data will begin telemetry 
CUL Canonical conversion factor for position 
cuv 
C O D W  
CNT3BC 
D 
DLOC 
DRAC 
Canonival wnvcrsion factor f o r  velocity 
Code word location in BCD 
Time that COMBO section detailed print is turned off 
DiLisor in the division simulation, multiplicand in the 
multiplication simulation 
Location of constant RCD 
BCD name for initial constant printout 
G DAG3 - 1 1 41 - 
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7 . 2  STORAGE BLOCKS, Contd 
SYMBOLIC NAME CONTEXTS 
Exit address 3s rend in DADDl 
DCELL Location of c-onstant i n  binary 
DADD2 Flow value 3s rend in 
Gyro drift values, D1 + 1. 0, D2 + 1 .0 ,  D3 + 1 . 0  in 
floating decimal 
DRI F T 
DADD5 Output address as read in 
DELTTM Matrix printout frcqucncy values in floating decimal to be 
stored i n  SKPSTR table 
DUMP2 Location from which DUMP was called 
1.: C Platform misalignments in degrees (preflight) 
ENDT 
ECELL 
End time value from acceleration profile ca rds  for F M T  
Value of constant for  initial constant printout 
ERCNT Te1tmt.t q- buffer count for  e r r o r  print 
Platform misalignments in radius (preflight) 
Same as TKFF 
Floating point position from FEXT 
Floating point velocity from FEXT 
Time oi Booster cutoff for COMBO 
Time of Ccntciur Phase 1 MECO for  COMBO 
Time of Centaur Phase 1 Vernirr  cutoff for COMBO 
Time of CcLntnur Phase 2 MI'CO I O I -  COMBO 
Time of Centaur I'hasc. 2 YCO for COhIBO 
ECORSE 
11 NDR F: V 
FRZU 
FVZU 
FI30CT 
FCTMT 
FCIVT 
FC2RIT 
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7.2 STORAGE BLOCKS, Contd 
FCFLL Scded  rnluc of .wnstant for initial constant printout 
The delta time i n  floating dec,ini:11 u s c ~ c l  by COMBO o r  pre-  
flight. It is 
oomputed before ciach exit to FACE: hy differencing cur- 
rent time :mi the time of the previous exit to FACE. 
Should lie equal to length of compute cycle. 
FDETP Number of compute cycles for which detailed print is 
desired in each COMBO section 
FM F: GU 
FMGDI! 
Floating point steering for preflight or COMBO 
Platform torquing commands in floating point for COMBO 
o r  preflight 
FSUCT 
FTFFP 
Time of sustainer cutoff for COMBO 
Floating point time stored on the 9 flip-flops for the 
parking orbit free-fall ph:ise for COMBO 
FTFFT Floating point time stored on the 9 flip-flops for the 
transfer elipse free-fall phase for  COMBO 
FEXTDT 
FTIME 
INKTIM 
INSTR 
Delta time for COFLIC FEXT 
The value of simulation time on the previous exit to FACE 
Total time clapsed 
Five cells, each containing a left adjusted alphanumeric 
value for printout. The values are  the f ive par ts  of a 
Librascope iiistiuction; Track ALPHA, Track BETA, 
Sector BETA, Sector ALPHA. Order 
ITIME 
LI 
Number of times sigmator time i s  initialized 
Counter for PRTlhIl:  table ( p ~ ~ l l i g h t )  
CDAG3-I 141 
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7 . 2  STORAGE BLOCKS, Contd 
I-- 
’, % C 
CONTENTS 
LOC 1,oc:ition of nflst instruction to he simulated 
I,AsTrt P r t~ i  ious position in  floating rlccimnl for FFXT 
I,,4 S T T Previous time in floating dcxirnd for FKXT 
LAST V Previous velocity in  floating decimal for FEXT 
LL)RUR.I Locxtion of drum i n  COIY 
LIBUF Buffer for seven input values from telemetry input tape; 
time, three components of position, three components 
of t,clocity 
Location of sigmator in  core 
LAST A C I, i bixscope ac cu mu1 ato 1’ saved from prt. viou s i 11s t 1-u ction 
foi. error  printout 
Location, unsc:iled vaIuc:, and s c d c  factor. of 3 constant 
correction to the d r u m  
LI BI XS Location and value of an instruction correction to the drum 
T,I ST 0 P ‘The ENDHUIL‘ input v n l u c ;  the rcquestcd time to terminate 
I h e  si mu1 :It ion 
T,il,t.asc.opc* v d u c  stored on the  9 flip-flops IJT FC 
MCODT J’lo3ting p i n t  dcl  t:i t ime to cutoff 
Contents of‘ t h e  MSCAN 
MSCAN srttings i n  octal a s  read in to be stored in  
MTIM F’ t B I )1 c 
31 A R \q E 
. . I  
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7.2 STORAGE BLOCKS, Contd 
CONTENTS 
ills C TI M Floating point t imes at  which the MSCAN setting should be 
ch:ingd. Stored in MTIME table 
Frequency in computer cycles, with which the flight - 
matrix will be printed (preflight) 
o F F I,OW iz flow value stored in PEXIT to  se t  the first exit address  
to OUT TO FACE. (preflight) 
OLDIE 
OTIIll E 
Two cells, the current and previous instructions simulated 
Floating point time that corresponds to the  short  line 
accumulation. Used by open loop FEXT 
The first FT,OW value i s  set equal to PEXIT. Used in 
conjunction with beginning and ending the order  code 
test  si mu1 at ion (preflight) 
PMASEN Phase counter (preflight) 
1 - -  Phase A ,  2 = Phase R, etc 
Addi-ess of octal cards  for telemetry output 
Seventy-two cells of t h e  flight matrix 
Revolution counter i n  word t imes 
Number of word t imes at f i rs t  word phase for printout 
Number of elapsed drum revolutions at f i rs t  word phase 
for printout 
(juotieut i n  division simulation 
lie\.olution count at f i r s t  word phase for printout 
Times that frequency of printing the flight matrix should 
T I P  changed. 
t :llllc~ 
These w l u e  a r e  stored in the SKPSTR 
65 
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7.2 STORAGE BLOCKS, Contd 
I SYMBOLIC NAME 
SCALE 
SKPRS 
SMITH 
STIME 
SA 
SI3 
S2 9 
s:: 0 
s E c’r 
SONT 
SPAC 
TSA 
’rsn 
TBUF 
‘r E:M Y 
T I M F  
GDA63-1141 
Scale factor for initial constant printout 
The next timr. the flight matrix should be printed 
Telemetry sequence counter for printout 
Floating point simulation time when the revolution counter 
was se t  to zero previously. 
Coded value of sector ALPHA +1 of the current  instruction 
Coded vdue  +1 of sector BETA of the current instruction 
Initial sigmator lower word of time 
Initial sigmator upper word of time 
Previous value of SA (sector ALPHA +1) 
BCD location for printout 
Head spacing lag used by the sigmator update routine 
UPSIG 
Coded ALPHA address +1 of current instruction 
fnricrl R F T A  address +I of current instixction 
Tel e me t 1-y out put bu ffe r 
1ntermedi:ito storngci cells 
Floating point sigmntor time used as reference by all 
I 
input and output pa r a m e t  e r s  
Floating point time of main engine cutoff 
Rc\.olution caount w h m  last  data w i l l  tw completely 
t cl c me t e I .  cl( 1 
G G  
CONTENTS 
7 . 2  STORAGE BLOCKS, Contd 
SYMBOLIC NAME 
TAPRC 
T DATA 
TELEM 
'I'T'MPE 
TITLE 
TELCNT 
T F: L R E: V 
TSSTIM 
I : f(N 
VA1,UF 
V T N W  
'rt' c 
\V RC T 
if' 1% 
~ F T  
WITCH 
S X D C T  
ZT1EV 
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CONTENTS 
Input parameter, FILES; count of files to be read from 
telemetry input tape 
Current data word being telemetered. Set up in the for -  
mat specified by the Model-3 telemetry data converter 
Inte rmedinte telemetry output tiuffe r 
Time that core was saved on tape 
Location from drum deck; .O for title card  
Number of words in the output buffer 
Revolution count when a value is s tored for telemetry 
The length of the telemetry discrete in word-times 
Location of t h e  previous instruction 
Octal correction when restart ing from a tape 
Velocity for printout (preflight) 
Torquing rate (preflight) 
Omega - earth spin r-atc (pwflight) 
Gyro c r ro r s  (preflight) 
Omega drift - torquing rate (preflight) 
The current entries f rom the WHICH, WHICB tables being 
e u m i  ned 
Count of exit addresses used 
Revolution count when delta time is stored in the count- 
down sector for R.IF:CO 
7, FLAG C u i - i ~ n t  cwtry from SGTRF table 
GDA63-1141 
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7.3 TABLES 
FUNCTION I SYlLIROLTC NAME 
Contains the locations of velocity, position, and time 
sectors  on the Model-3 sigmator 
3SGTBL 
3SHORT 
SXTRAK 
Short line lags in word t imes for the Model-3 sigmator 
Converts the unstarred t rack addresses to s t a r r ed  t racks 
for the Model-3 computer 
COIVIPR Locations of overflow e r r o r s  to avoid duplications of 
error comments 
COMTB Locations of format statements for overflow e r r o r  
comments 
Bit configurations of the code word that indicate phase 
Used to change t h e  flight branch points in the flight. 
mode 
IlSFAC Seventy-two scale factor values for the flight matrix 
printout; all in floating decimal 
IITPSTR Times that detailed print is desired. The t imes a r e  in 
pairs,  each consisting of a turn-on time and a turn-off 
time. All values a r e  in floating decimal. 
Fifty cells containing flags that indicate the functions to be 
pci-fGrmed at each exit 2ddres.s. Tng cc?r?t2ins the 
matrix handling flag. The decrement contains the exit 
flag. The address contains a p t c h  numher, o r  0 if no 
patch is to be  cxccuted. 
Sevcntj -two BCD names to be pi*inted in the initial flight 
matrix 
For convtlrting nCD to binary 
AI ternat in# times Ltnd settings for zlianging the MSCAN 
setting 
7.3 TABLES, ConM 
SYMBOLIC NAME 
OUTAD 
PATRA 
PRTIME 
SKPSTR 
SGTBL 
SGTRF 
SHORT 
SIGMA 
WIIIC:! 
WHICH 
X4DDR 
XTRAK 
ZSCALE 
FUNCTION 
Output address as located in the drum 
Patch transfer vector 
Times relative to the beginning of each phase, that the 
print out (preflight frequency of the matrix should be 
changed 
Alternating printout frequencies and t imes for printing the 
flight matrix 
Sigmator location table for velocity, position, and t ime 
sectors of the Model-1 computer 
Entries correspond to the sigmator location tables. The 
address contains the location of the floating point to 
Librascope conversion routine for each particular value. 
The decrement contains 3 1 ,  2 ,  o r  3 for u-, v-, or  w- 
position; and x 4, 5, o r  6 for u-, v-, or w-velocity. 
The upper word of double words has a prefix of minus. 
Head spacing of short line read heads in word t imes for 
the Model-1 computer 
The sigmator storage cel ls  
Output  choices for filling the flight matrix; read as WHICH 
in the inputs. Bits 0 through 35 represent positions 37  
through 72 of the flight matrix. 
Output choices same a s  WHIC2 only bits 0 through 35 
represent positions 1 through 36 of the flight matrix 
I-lxit address locations in core  
Convert addresses f rom unstarred t racks to s t a r r ed  
tr:icks for the Model-1 computer 
Sigmator scale factors for velocity, position, and t ime, 
floating point decimal 
69/70 
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Computer, Report No. 61501-12, Honeywell hlilitary Products Group, 
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LTCOS FLOW CHARTS 
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I SET U P  OPERAND I ADDRESS 
ADD 1A 
J 
SAVE SIGS OF 
ACCUMULATOR 
a 
ADD 1 
OPERAND 
XCZLPvIULhTOE 
SCTIiI 
i 
- 
/-)No, YES WAS ACCUMULATOR 2 0 
ADD 2 
WAS OPERAND 2 0 
+ 
AS OPERAND 1 0  
YES NO 
NO f 
TO COhlPUTE 
NEXT LOCATI9S 
YES 
- " .  .
- . . *., 
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' 0  
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SU B 1 
SET U P  I OPERAND IN 
C Ohl P LEM E NT 
A C C Uhl LT LAT OR 
IS ACCUhlULATOR = -1 
SAVE 
C Oh4 P LE M E N T E D 
AC CUXlU LATOR 
ADD 1 A  
TO ADD 
ROUTINE 
L 
GO TO ERROR- 
PRINT 
R01JTINE 
SIGN OF 
A CCI:M L' LATOR 
. .*. . 
. .  
Figu rt' A - L . Ins t I- uc t ion Si mu la t i 1 )n - Sub t ract 
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COMPVTE 
LOCATION OF 
FROM BETA 
ADDRESS 
IS ACCUMULATOR + 
~ __ - 1  TRA 5 
COMPUTE 
LOCATION OF 
NE XT IN ST ItU C TI OX 
FROM ALPHA 
ADDRESS 
" .L 
UPDATE REV 
r T 
UPDATE REV SAVE REV 
COUNT TO COUNT FOR I COUNTTO w 4 
BETA ADDRESS PRINT OUT ALPHA ADDRESS 
i 
I 
L 
TO I'PDATE 
Figure A - 7 .  I n A r u c t i ~ n  SI tnulat icin-C'ontlitioi?al Transfer 
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Z T A  F S l ' t R  
F S l ' t R  
FROM STORE 
BREAKDOWX 
T B =  9 
A-20 
. .. 
AVONS 
THIS ERROR APPEA 
AT TfIIS LOCATION 
NO I S  TIIF SECTOR BETA 
LEGAL ACCORDING TO 
H E  S. 0. T .  PROGR’W BEFORE 
XOUS PES 
bl sc AX 
TO LIBXASCOPE 
ACCUM ULATOII 
An) 
RESET P2 
BIT OF 
ILISCAN TO 
PRIST A N  
M SCAN E RROIi  
(‘OMhlENT 
YES 
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FROM s r c m  
COMMAND 
I i I;  T E 
PRIST ERROR 
IIS F1,IGlIT 
1 
TtiIS A PREF1,IGIi MODE A C C E P T  
SIhlU LATION DISC RET E . 
(UL-TE 
ERROR I N  
SET BOOSTER 
SU’I T C H E S 
FOR COMBO 
S THE SIMULATIO 
I N  BOOSTER PHASE 
L 
i 
BOOSTER 
CUTOFF 
? r SET COMBO 
s THE SIML‘LA’rIO SWITCHES FOR 
I N  SL‘STAINER PHASE CENTAUR 
VERNIER CUTOFF I YLS 
9 
VERNIER 
CUTOFF 
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FROM STORE 
COMJIAND 
COR1 P UT E:
TIIE 1,ESGTH 
OF TI1E DISCRETE 
I S I T  2 5 4  WO 
TIlLl E S 
Y E S  
SET 
S6 
I 
P 
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I .  
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I _ _ _ _  -- 
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RE STAR 
FROM RESTART 
CALL START Q 
P RI wr 
RE STARTING 
COMM E NT 
RESET 
INPIJT 
SWITCHES 
CALL. 
FORIN TO 
READ LICOS CORRECTIONS 
TIIAT NC' 
CORRECTIONS 
NO -
L I 
1 1-1 BVA L 
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SORT AND SETUP T A B L E S  
FROM LICOS INPUTS 
FPOUT 
FLIGHT hl ATIUS 
SV RF 6 
l -  
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1 WTIALI Z E 
SET BL'€FER 
CO1 NT - 0 
w. S IS THIS THE. 
FIRST m \ i L  
SAM E DI 
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APPENDIX B 
The following tabulation l is ts  the comments printed out in LICOS operation. The  
TEXT REFERENCE colunmentries refer t o  paragraphs in this report  in which the 
COlLIMENT is mentioned. The NOTES REFERENCE ent r ies  refer to the Section B. 2 
NOTES of this appendix in which some of the COMMENTS are discussed briefly. The 
COlliMENTS are divided into groups according to the circumstances under which they 
are initiated. These are: normal operation, "non-fatal" e r r o r s ,  "fatal" e r r o r s ,  and 
special tape output. 
GDA 63 - 1 14 1 
St;trt ing S imula t ion  
Disc rete s 
B . 2 . 1  
H . 2 . 2  
n.  2 . 3  
B. 1 LICOS COMMENTS, Contd 
t 
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C OMM E N  T 
Simulation Comment s  
TEXT 
REFEREKCE 
SKIP TIME PRINT OUTS ARE COMPLETE 3 . 8 . 2  
3ISCAN S E T  TO-AT T I l I E  = - 3.9 .2c  
FLIGHT JIODE WAS CK4NGED FROM-TO- 3.9.1tl  
-WAS STORED O N  THE SIGMATOR A S  TIME 3 . 2 . 3 .  1 
A T  r Im - ____ 
DELTA TIME TO CUTOFF - -OR 
IN LLBHASCOPE FORJ'IAT - -  
DELTA TIME STORED O S  SIGMATOR FOR MAIK 
EKGIh'E C0UNTL)OWN A T  TIhlE -  
3 . 2 . 3 . 3  
~~ ~~- 
R .  1 . 2  Non Fa ta l  E r r o r s  
Overflow o r  Computational E r r o r s  
B . 2 . 3  
13.2. ti 
G DA 63 - 1 14 I 
DATA WORD SITBEII -WAS CLOBBERED 3 . 2 . 3 . 4  B . 2 . 9 b  
AE TLH T H E  ..-TI1 BIT 3 . 2 . 1 0  
3 . 2 . 1 0 . 2  
Other 
3 . 2 . 3 . 2  H . 2 . 9 c  
13. 2 .  !lg 
13. 2 . I j h  
13.2.9:  
~~ - 
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0 I \ .  1 LICOS COMMENTS, Contd 
T E X T  NOTES 
C OM AT EN T R E F E R E N C E  HEFEHESCE 
mIs CARD IS OUT OF ORDER IN THE DATA 3 . 9 . 2 f  
S E T  II I' 
NO MORE: THAX 50 EXIT ADDRESSES MAY BE USED 4 . 4  
- 
During the Simulation 
GDAGS-I 141 
13 .  1 I_ 1,ICOS COMMENTS, Contd 
1'1 ED WITHOUT 
IVritiiig Core on Tape 
13.2. 1 2 3  
- -  
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B.2  NOTES 
1. Pr in ted  when all input, except s igmator  values ,  has been r e a d  successful ly  and 
simulation is begun at 3100. 
2 .  Printed when the simulation is r e s t a r t e d  at 3100 after a power t u r n  off d i s c r e t e .  
3 .  Pr in ted  when sirnulation is r e s t a r t e d  f rom a tape.  
4. Pr in ted  when d i s c r e t e  commands are given by the guidance program.  See section 
on d i s c r e t e  simulation for  fur ther  descr ipt ion of each  d i s c r e t e .  
5. Sen section on Print ing the Flight Matrix on a T i m e  B a s i s ,  PATCH 5 .  
G .  See Section on setting the MSCAN. 
7 .  See sect ion on Flight 1Tode. 
h. See section i;n accumulator to s igmator  instruct ion s imulat ion,  js tor lng :!:e 
cocciitdou-n sec tor )  . 
10.  M%en an error of this type is encountered, the simulation is terminated; a c o r e  
dump may be given, depending upon the type of e r r o r  committed. 
a. 
I ) .  
(-' . 
il . 
e .  
f .  
., 2.. 
h . 
l i  . 
I .  
I : ]  
' I .  
B . 2  SOTES, Contd 
c .  Pr in ted  when an end-of-file m a r k  is encountered on a Model-1 floating 
input tape during the normal  compute cycle  of the guidance p r o g r a m .  
d .  P r m t e d  when an end  o f  f i le  is encountered during the n o r m a l  computer  
of the illodel-3 computer ,  or i f  a l l  f i l es  of da ta  have been successful ly  
point 
cycle 
read, a 
power turn  o f f  instruction was s imulated,  and no m o r e  files are expected.  
e .  Pr inted when an end of f i le  m a r k  is encountered in the n o r m a l  compute cycle  
of the hlodel-1 computer ,  but a power t u r n  off instruction had been prei.ious1.y 
s imulated and the input tape spaced ahead t o  the next file, and no m o r e  files 
are expected. 
f .  When a IWWER TLRN OFF instruct ion has been s imulated,  1,ICOS reiniti:il- 
17es and advances the input tape t o  the nest  file. 
the lirst record  01 t h e  new file is read. 
corrilnent a p p e a r s ,  
If m o r e  da ta  are e.\pec*tctl. 
If a redundrlncy check occurs. this  
After 3 uiisuccessiui a t tempts  a cQ1-r' ( 1 i ~ t ~ i p  :s cal!rd 
1 2 ,  Current ly  the te!emetry output tape for  the dash  3 cornpuler  IS unit 136. 
